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ABSTRACT

Kempf, Amanda Michelle. M.Hum., Humanities Program, Wright State University, 2017.
Witches and Wives: An Analysis of Plutarch’s Depiction of Women in the Life of Marc
Antony.

Plutarch uses his Lives to provide moral lessons for his audience on the way he
expects them to live. Scholars have long discussed how Plutarch’s Lives focus on men,
both in their content and in their intended audience. However, Plutarch’s Life of Marc
Antony also provides exempla for women in the characters of Octavia, Cleopatra, and
Fulvia. Drawing on references made in Plutarch’s Moralia to Homeric women as well as
his depictions of women in the Life of Marc Antony it is clear that Plutarch wrote not only
for a masculine audience, but for a feminine as well. In his works, Plutarch praises
women who share the virtues of Homeric wives and he condemns women for acting in
ways similar to Homeric witches. This thesis will examine the traits that Plutarch thought
were positive or negative in women and how these traits are exemplified in the women of
the Life of Marc Antony.
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Introduction
Plutarch is a Greek author writing in the Roman Empire at the end of the first
century to the beginning of the second. Perhaps best known for his collection of Lives, a
series of 23 books in which he writes a biography of both a Greek man and a Roman man
and then a comparison of the two individuals’ characters and accomplishments, he also
wrote an extensive array of essays, letters and philosophical works which have been
gathered into a collection called the Moralia. Russell explains that Plutarch “believes that
there are lessons to be learned from the classical history of Greece which are still
valuable in public life, at least for their moral effect.”1 Throughout his corpus of work,
Plutarch references Greek history and literature in order to accentuate his moralizing
lessons.
Scholars of Plutarch throughout the years have focused on Plutarch’s treatment
and teachings as they are directed towards a masculine audience. However, Plutarch also
instructs women throughout his works. Although he never writes a biography of a woman
in his Lives, Plutarch does include important historical women and their contributions
within these works. Just as he uses men in his biographies to provide exemplar to his
readers, so too does he provide both negative and positive role models for a feminine
audience.
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Specific entries in Plutarch’s Moralia prove that he wrote with a feminine
audience in mind. Throughout these works, Plutarch addresses women, sometimes even
dedicating his essays to them. He also repeatedly uses literary examples from the Greek
works of Homer and Euripides in order to provide his female audience with proper
exempla. Women are instructed to be loyal and obedient, like Odysseus’ wife Penelope,
and they are warned against the manipulating and dangerous actions of foreign witches
like Circe.
Throughout his Lives, Plutarch seems to align women with one of these two
ideals: women are either proper matronae or they are dangerous and witchlike women.
This becomes especially clear in Plutarch’s Life of Antony, in the opposing figures of
Octavia and Cleopatra. Within this Life, Plutarch shows how a proper matrona like Marc
Antony’s wife Octavia can use her resources to bring about positive results for herself
and her state. On the other hand, he describes the negative effects of a woman using
similar resources for her own purposes. Cleopatra, and other conniving women like her,
are depicted as selfish and aggrandizing foreigners who attempt – sometimes
successfully, sometimes not – to warp the men around them for their own political gain.
The women in Plutarch’s Lives and his Moralia all serve a similar purpose.
Plutarch uses these women to either provide a clear example of the proper ways one
should behave or they are a warning about the consequences that may befall one who
chooses to behave badly. Plutarch’s women all adhere to one of two categories: they are
either depicted similarly to Octavia, as a proper wife and matrona, or they are depicted
like Cleopatra, as a dangerous witch.

2

Chapter One
Plutarch
In many of his writings, Plutarch is focused on instructing people in how to live
what he considered a moral and virtuous life. This is clearly true in his Moralia, a
collection of writings ranging from strictly philosophical to letters of advice, but is also
true of his collection of biographies, the Lives. Many scholars focus on how the Lives are
meant to provide examples and advice specifically to men. However, they, coupled with
articles found in the Moralia, were also meant to address women.
Before that can be fully argued, however, it is important to know a bit about
Plutarch’s life and influences. There is much about Plutarch’s life and experiences which
seeped into and influenced his writings. He was ethnically Greek, living in the Roman
Empire from around 45-125 CE. Although he certainly upheld Roman ideals in his
writings, as we will see he felt a deep connection to his Greek roots. This is strongly
evidenced in his adherence to Aristotelian ideas towards education as well as frequent
inclusions of and references to Greek literature in his works.
Plutarch is clearly influenced by Aristotle. D.A. Russell observes that it is
“common knowledge that Aristotelian ethical doctrines are the basis of Plutarch’s views
on character.”2 Russell goes on to say that Plutarch agrees with the Aristotelian idea that
a person “is born with certain tendencies.”3 Education is important in that it can heighten
the person’s desire and ability to perform good deeds and lessen their desire to do bad
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ones, but it cannot fundamentally change their character or natural tendencies. Plutarch’s
agreement with this Aristotelian idea is clearly displayed in many of the Lives. Russell
explains that in most other histories and biographies written before or contemporaneously
with Plutarch a person’s character is surmised by his deeds and his words. Plutarch,
however, tells the reader what he believes a person’s character to be first, early on in his
biography, and then justifies it by “the ensuing narrative.”4 Plutarch uses this Aristotelian
approach of stating an individual’s character and then explaining the actions that
highlight it for both the men and the women in his biographies.5
Plutarch also presents characters found in Homer as ideal examples or clear
warnings, such as when he tells a new bride to act like Odysseus’ faithful wife Penelope
or warns women against being manipulative like the witch Circe.6 This will be explored
more fully in the second chapter. Plutarch also directly quotes and references other Greek
authors, such as Herodotus, Pausanias, and Euripides.7
Such references to Greek authors and ideas abound in Plutarch’s work, but it is
noteworthy that there are no such references to Roman authors. For instance, while there
are ample characters in Virgil’s Aeneid that could provide further examples to go with
those from Homer, Plutarch never engages with them. In his introduction to a
commentary on the Life of Antony, Pelling states that Plutarch “does not exploit Virgil,
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Ibid., 144-145.
An especially noteworthy example of Plutarch stating a woman’s character first and then justifying his
assertion later comes in his biography of Marc Antony in the person of Cleopatra. In his first mention of
her Plutarch states that Cleopatra is indebted to Antony’s first wife, Fulvia, for making Antony so
susceptible to a woman’s command and manipulations. While this clearly says a lot about Antony, it also
marks Cleopatra as manipulative herself – a characteristic that readers do not see put into action for another
fifteen chapters. Plutarch, Life of Antony, 58.
6
Plut., Praec. Coni., 5, 21. Loeb trans. of F.C. Babbitt.
7
Looking at only one of Plutarch’s works in the Moralia, his “Coniugalia Praecepta” or “Advice to the
Bride and Groom,” we can easily find references to these three authors. For Herodotus see section 10, for
Pausanias see 32, and for direct quotes of Euripides see 38 and 40.
5
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Horace, or Propertius to illuminate the triumviral period, whereas his Greek Lives are
constantly enriched by literary allusions and stray information from his general reading.”8
Pelling hypothesizes that Plutarch “had not perfected Latin in his youth” and, although he
improved with the language as he aged he did not “read Latin for pleasure.”9 This
absence of Latin is clear not just in the Lives but also in the Moralia. Where Plutarch
mentions the Homeric characters of Penelope and Circe, it is noteworthy that he does not
go on to also mention Virgilian women like Creusa and Dido.
Plutarch’s primary goal in writing his Lives is to provide readers with clear
examples of what he thought were the right and wrong ways to live. He states this clearly
in his introduction to the Life of Pericles when he says:
virtuous action straightway so disposes a man that he no sooner admires the
works of virtue than he strives to emulate those who wrought them. The good
things of Fortune we love to possess and enjoy; those of Virtue we long to
perform. […] The Good creates a stir of activity towards itself, and implants at
once in the spectator an active impulse; it does not form his character by ideal
representation alone, but through the investigation of its work it furnishes him
with a dominant purpose.10
In his Lives Plutarch writes about individuals that he expects his readers to admire and
attempt to imitate. He believes that people who see, hear, or read about virtuous deeds
will be moved to further research them and then perform such deeds of their own.
There is no argument that Plutarch's main purpose in writing the Lives was to
provide a moral framework for his readers to follow. In his article on the Lives, Russell
states that “One purpose of the Lives, and an important one, was clearly to provide a
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C.B.R. Pelling, introduction to Plutarch: Life of Antony (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988),
6.
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Ibid.
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Plut. Per. 2. Loeb trans. of B. Perrin.
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repertoire of exempla for public men of Plutarch’s own day.”11 Timothy Duff elaborates,
saying that “Plutarch thought that a knowledge of the character of the great men of the
past should lead the reader in his own life to imitate the good and abhor the bad; the study
of the past was – or at least should be – a morally improving activity”12 Pelling also says
in his introduction to the Life of Antony that Plutarch’s “reason for this interest in
character is a moral one, for he hopes that his audience may be led by examples of virtue
to be better men themselves.”13 Each of these scholars reiterates Plutarch’s main goal;
however, it is noteworthy that through their repetition of the word “men,” each also
focuses on the idea that Plutarch’s audience was wholly male. There is certainly ample
reason to focus on Plutarch’s masculine audience as the Lives themselves focus around
titular Greek and Roman men.
It is easy to focus on the fact that Rome was a patriarchal society and assume
therefore that men were educated to the complete neglect of women. In some ways, this
is not far from the truth. The primary goal of education was to prepare pupils for public
roles, a goal that clearly only pertained to young men.14 However, as will be discussed
further on, this is an incorrect assumption as women in the Roman world were educated
as well.
Even when writing about women who have become involved with dangerous or
superstitious activities, Plutarch often directs his warnings towards men. He teaches men
how to react to and handle these dangerous women. This aspect of Plutarch’s writing will
Russell, “Lives,” 141.
Timothy Duff, Plutarch’s Lives: Exploring Vice and Virtue, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 50
quoted on Michael Nerdahl, “Pouring the Wrong Wax in the Literary Mold: Plutarch's ‘Marius’ and
Homer's ‘Odyssey,’” College Literature, 35 (2008): 111.
13
Pelling, introduction, 11.
14
Emily A. Hemelrijk, “The Education of Women in Ancient Rome,” in A Companion to Ancient
Education, ed. W. Martin Bloomer (West Sussex: John Wiley and Sons, 2015): 292.
11
12
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be discussed further below, but it is important to note, for instance, Plutarch’s
chastisement of Marc Antony when he succumbs to the wiles and seductions of
Cleopatra. In many ways, Plutarch aims his warnings and his lessons at his masculine
audience.
However, even bearing all of this in mind it does seem that Plutarch had a female
audience for his Lives in mind as well as the expected male audience. While Plutarch’s
biographies certainly focus around the titular men, he also includes female characters
who provide examples of virtue throughout his works. Octavia, the third wife of Marc
Antony and one of the main focuses of this paper, is a perfect example of a woman whom
Plutarch spends a great deal of time describing and establishing as a positive and virtuous
role-model. Pelling acknowledges that women play a role in Plutarch’s writings when he
says that the Life of Antony “is a very personal Life, with the narrative often stopping for
characterising surveys – not just of Antony, but also of Cleopatra, Fulvia, Octavia.”15
Plutarch uses these characterising surveys of women to instruct a female audience on
how to behave just as he does with and for men.
Both a combination of the Moralia and Plutarch’s life itself show that the Lives
are meant to address women as well as men. During his life, Plutarch served as a priest of
Delphi and, according to Russell, “contributed considerably to the revival of the
oracle.”16 This certainly led to an interest in discussing religion in his Moralia, but more
importantly for the purposes of this paper it put Plutarch in contact with the Delphic
priestesses. The significance of this contact becomes clear when one considers that at
least two of the works in the Moralia, the “Isis and Osiris” and “On the Bravery of
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Ibid., 12. Emphasis mine.
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Women,” were dedicated to Clea, one of the priestesses. Philip Stadter claims that “The
style and literary form of the works dedicated to Clea does not differ from Plutarch’s
normal sophistication of language, thought, and allusion […] His casual references to
historical and literary figures imply the reader’s familiarity with standard Greek literary
texts from Homer to Alexander, and with Roman history.”17 This shows that Clea’s
education must have equaled that of Plutarch’s male readers. In addition Plutarch’s letter
“Advice to the Bride and Groom” is addressed, as the title suggests, to a new bride
Eurydice and her groom Pollianus with more than half of the advice being for Eurydice.18
Just as is the case with the works addressed to Clea, the advice written to Eurydice is full
of references to Greek history and literature, presupposing that Eurydice would have
already been familiar with these concepts. Finally, the Moralia contains a letter from
Plutarch to his wife after the death of their daughter. While these are only a few examples
in what is admittedly a large body of work, they do prove that Plutarch considers women
to be a worthy audience.19 If he writes directly to women in the Moralia, there is no
reason to think that he wouldn’t consider them as possible readers of the Lives as well.
In her article on the education of Roman women, Emily Hemelrijk states that,
although the education may have been “deeply inconsistent,” there is anecdotal evidence
“for the Greco-Roman literary education of girls of upper-class families.”20 This evidence
ranges from examples among the Vindolanda Tablets of women exchanging letters to

Philip A. Stadter, “Philosophos kai Philandros: Plutarch’s View of Women in the Moralia and the Lives,”
in Plutarch’s Advice to the Bride and Groom and A Consolation to His Wife, ed. Sarah B. Pomeroy (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1999): 174-175.
18
Stadter claims that Pollianus may have been Clea’s son, and so Eurydice her new daughter-in-law.
19
Pelling points out that while only half of Plutarch’s writings remain, they still manage to “fill 27 Loeb
Volumes.” Pelling, introduction, 3.
20
Hemelrijk, “Education of Women,” 293, 295.
17
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works of philosophy dedicated to female readers.21 Hemelrijk also points out that
Plutarch himself “defended women’s education, especially the study of moral philosophy
[…] intended to strengthen women’s self-restraint and protect them against immodest
behavior and superstition, thus teaching them to be good wives and mothers.”22 She uses
a section of Plutarch’s “Advice to the Bride and Groom” to support this, in which
Plutarch says:
Studies of this sort, in the first place, divert women from all untoward conduct;
for a woman studying geometry will be ashamed to be a dancer, and she will not
swallow any beliefs in magic charms while she is under the charm of Plato’s or
Xenophon’s words. And if anybody professes power to pull down the moon from
the sky, she will laugh at the ignorance and stupidity of women who believe these
things, in as much as she herself is not unschooled in astronomy. 23
Plutarch’s assertion is clear; an educated woman is unlikely to be swayed by the allure of
improper or superstitious things. As Stadter says, to Plutarch “a woman’s education is not
an ideal but unrealizable goal, as it was to Plato, but a living reality.”24 It follows that if
Plutarch believed that women should be educated in what he saw as correct behavior he
would seek to contribute to that education in his own writings.
Due to his primary goal of focusing his Lives around a moralizing lesson, Plutarch
often allows historical facts to become less important than the message he is trying to
portray. He states as much in his introduction to the life of Alexander, when he says that
his object in writing the Lives is not simply to record historical facts but to present the
reader with an image and an understanding of the character of the individuals he is
writing about. In his Life of Alexander, Plutarch states that the reader may notice that he

21

Ibid., 295 and 296.
Ibid., 298.
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Plut., Praec. Coni., 48. Loeb translation, quoted on Hemelrijk, “Education of Women,” 299.
24
Stadter, “Philosophos kai Philandros,” 175.
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is not retelling every famous deed or act performed by Alexander. He goes on to explain
that:
it is not Histories that I am writing, but Lives; and in the most illustrious deeds
there is not always a manifestation of virtue or vice, nay, a slight thing like a
phrase or a jest often makes a greater revelation of character than battles when
thousands fall, or the greatest armaments, or sieges of cities. Accordingly, just as
painters get the likenesses in their portraits from the face and the expression of the
eyes, wherein the character shows itself, but make very little account of the other
parts of the body, so I must be permitted to devote myself rather to the signs of
the soul in men, and by means of these to portray the life of each, leaving to
others the description of their great contests.25
In stating this, Plutarch makes it clear that he is less interested in the events of a person’s
life than in that person’s character. The events and episodes he does include in his Lives,
then, are those that are meant to display the sorts of person Plutarch thinks the individual
is as well as what sort of character he believes that individual to have. It is here that
Plutarch’s adherence to the Aristotelian ideas of character and education become most
important. Plutarch believes that a person’s character is set and that education, while
important, can only help a person to limit their inherent bad traits and strengthen their
good; it cannot change them completely. It is for this reason that Plutarch focuses on, in
his words, describing the “signs of the soul.”
This is important in relation to women because, just as Plutarch focuses on the
characters of the men who feature in his Lives, so too does he focus on the characters of
the women. Occasionally multiple versions of the same story are told and Plutarch does
not seem overly concerned about which version is the truth. An example of this is when
Plutarch is describing how Cleopatra died. He presents to the reader multiple versions of
the same story, stating that he is not sure which is correct, but insisting that they are all

25
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versions that he has heard. Giving multiple versions of the same story is a common
attribute of historiography, but Plutarch has a consistent message running through each
accounting. His point in relating these multiple versions is that the exact means of
Cleopatra’s suicide is not important; he is instead relating an important aspect of who she
is by describing the bravery she had in killing herself at all.26
While the majority of the Lives focus around great men who performed great and
virtuous deeds from which Plutarch wishes his readers to learn, there is one noteworthy
example of a pair of Lives which focus on men who make poor decisions instead. The
Parallel Lives of Demetrius and Antony, instead of displaying great virtues, are presented
as warnings and examples of how one should not behave. Demetrius is known for his
sieges against the city of Athens while Marc Antony is portrayed as betraying his Roman
loyalties to the foreign Egyptian queen Cleopatra. In his introduction to these Lives
Plutarch elaborates on why he chose to diverge from his normal format and provide these
two negative examples. He explains that:
when men have led reckless lives, and have become conspicuous, in the exercise
of power or in great undertakings, for badness, perhaps it will not be much amiss
for me to introduce a pair or two of them into my biographies, though not that I
may merely divert and amuse my readers by giving variety to my writing.
Ismenias the Theban used to exhibit both good and bad players to his pupils on
the flute and say, “you must play like this one,” or again, “you must not play like
this one”; and Antigenidas used to think that young men would listen with more
pleasure to good flute-players if they were given an experience of bad ones also.
So, I think, we also shall be more eager to observe and imitate the better lives if
we are not left without narratives of the blameworthy and the bad.27
Plutarch explains that he has included in his Lives works about the notorious Demetrius
and Antony, not simply for entertainment value, but in order to provide examples of what

26
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constitutes improper behavior.28 Just as Ismenias the Theban told his pupils to imitate the
good flute players and not the bad, so is Plutarch stating that his readers should imitate
men like Alexander or Caesar, not like Antony or Demetrius. As Duff says, Plutarch’s
adherence to Aristotelian ethics lead him to believe that “an understanding of vice […] is
essential if one is to reach moral maturity.”29 By providing biographies of less than
virtuous characters, Plutarch is helping his readers come to such an understanding of
vice.
Plutarch makes the same sorts of comparisons with women. Just as he provides
positive role models in women like Octavia, so too does he include examples of women
who have performed and acted badly. Women like Cleopatra or Alexander’s mother
Olympias are presented to readers just as Antony and Demetrius are. Just like the men,
these women are examples of poor behavior that should be learned from, not imitated.
Although Plutarch never focuses his biographies solely on a female character,
women still do take important roles in his biographies of men. Nikolaidis states that
“women are literally ubiquitous” in Plutarch’s Lives and that they are featured
“sometimes in the foreground as commanding and influential personalities, other times as
driving forces behind the scenes; […] here attracting our admiration for their moral
excellence, loftiness of spirit or heroic achievements, and there moving our sympathy on
account of their weakness, fragility and dependence.”30 This is especially true in the Life
of Antony in which Cleopatra, Antony’s wife Fulvia, and Octavia feature as key figures

Russell also comments on Plutarch’s explanations concerning his inclusion of tales of vice instead of
virtue, citing Plutarch’s introduction to the life of Cimon in which he says that “it is not an historian’s
business […] to be particularly enthusiastic about bringing faults to light; he ought rather to feel some
shame for the inability of human nature to produce instances of unalloyed virtue.” Russell, Lives, 143.
29
Duff, “Demetrios and Antony,” 275.
30
Anastasios G. Nikolaidis, “Plutarch on Women and Marriage” Wiener Studien 110 (1997): 32.
28
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often, as Nikolaidis has said, standing out in the foreground of the biography in place of
Antony himself. Octavia is certainly portrayed as a woman full of moral excellence,
especially in the moment in which she is said to have welcomed Antony and Cleopatra’s
children into her own home and raised them herself.31
Nikolaidis goes on to state that “Vicious women are very rare in Plutarch.”32
While that may be true in the Lives as a whole, two vicious women certainly appear in the
Life of Antony. Both Cleopatra and Antony’s wife, Fulvia, are portrayed as conniving and
controlling, manipulative and uncaring. Plutarch includes and elaborates on these women
for just the same reason that he writes on Antony and Demetrius in his Lives: he means to
provide negative examples of people, not for the purposes of entertainment, but to
instruct his readers on how not to behave. Karin Blomqvist elaborates on this, stating that
due to Plutarch’s focus on character and not straight historical facts, the women featured
in Plutarch’s Lives “must be regarded as creations of the author’s mind” and that the
deeds they are said to have done have been “subordinated to the literary or moralistic
purpose of the story.”33 Blomqvist here is pointing out that just as the titular men in each
of the Lives are portrayed as a means of teaching morality, so too are the women. What is
important is not the individual deeds and acts that each person, male or female, has taken,
but what that says about their character and what the reader can learn from it.
In both his Lives and his Moralia Plutarch raises the issue of how a person can
live morally. While many of his writings focus around men, this is simply a product of
the times in which he was living. Plutarch still addresses women in his works, sometimes

31

Plut. Ant., 54.
Nikolaidis, “Women and Marriage,” 32.
33
Karin Blomqvist, “From Olympias to Aretaphila: Women in Politics in Plutarch” in Plutarch and his
Intellectual World, ed. Judith Mossman. (Swansea: Classical Press of Wales, 1997): 74.
32
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directly dedicating his writings to them as seen in a few articles of the Moralia, but also
using them as literary examples of how one should behave, as in the Lives. Having
ascertained this fact, we will now move on to discuss the two roles which Plutarch most
often portrayed women as carrying out: the witch and the wife.
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Chapter Two
Witches and Wives: The Differences Between Plutarch’s Dangerous Women and
Virtuous Matronae
Among Plutarch’s Moralia there is a letter titled “Coniugalia Praecepta” or
“Advice to the Bride and Groom.” This is a letter which Plutarch writes to newly married
acquaintances, Eurydice and Pollianus, offering his thoughts on how the two of them
should act in order to have a happy and productive marriage. The letter is formatted in a
bullet-point style, with forty-eight paragraphs, each offering advice on a different topic.
Of these, twenty-nine directly address the wife. Throughout his letter, Plutarch uses
examples from Greek literature and myth, most often from Homer, to illustrate his advice
to her. These examples give the reader concrete ideas of the kinds of roles to which
Plutarch believes women would most often adhere. Plutarch’s Advice contains the
clearest example of Plutarch using Homeric references in order to illustrate his point, but
he also does this in his Lives. Throughout his writings, Plutarch makes two distinctions
between types of women; he either portrays them as bad and manipulative, even as
witchlike, women or he presents them as good and proper wives. In this chapter we will
explore these two distinctions and the literary examples Plutarch uses to illustrate them.
Early on in his Advice Plutarch addresses the witchlike art of making and using
love potions and spells. He clearly addresses this to the bride, expressly stating that it will
do nothing but bring harm to her and to her husband if she engages in this sort of
manipulative behavior:

15

Fishing with poison is a quick way to catch fish and an easy method of taking
them, but it makes the fish inedible and bad. In the same way women who artfully
employ love-potions and magic spells upon their husbands, and gain the mastery
over them through pleasure, find themselves consorts of dull-witted, degenerate
fools. The men bewitched by Circe were of no service to her, nor did she make
the least use of them after they had been changed into swine and asses, while for
Odysseus, who had sense and showed discretion in her company, she had an
exceeding great love.34
Plutarch here clearly states his belief in both the possibility and efficacy of love potions
and magic spells. His concern is not in their effectiveness but in the belief that they will
allow a woman to gain control of her husband, rendering him useless.
The reference to Circe from Homer’s Odyssey is telling. In the Odyssey, Circe is
described first as a “fearful goddess” and later as one who knows many drugs and
charms.35 Her interaction with Odysseus is one of the better known episodes in the
Odyssey. Having arrived on her island, some of Odysseus’ men begin to explore and they
soon come across Circe’s abode. It is surrounded by wolves and lions “which she herself
subdued with enchantments, after she gave evil potions.”36 These animals welcome the
men instead of attacking them at which point the men come closer and witness Circe
singing and weaving. Comforted by the normal act of domesticity, all of the men but one,
Eurylochus, go inside. Circe appears to welcome them, offering them food and drink, but
it is all a trap. Circe “mixed mischievous potions with the food in order that they would
entirely forget their fatherland.” Then, Circe “struck them with her wand,” transforming
the men into pigs.37
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Having witnessed the attack, Eurylochus runs back to Odysseus and tells him of
the witch in their midst and of the magic done to their men. Odysseus, ignoring
Eurylochus’ urgings to flee, goes to investigate the witch himself. Along his way,
Odysseus is met by the messenger god Hermes, who provides him with a herb called
moly. Hermes informs Odysseus that the drug will negate the effects of Circe’s potions.
Indeed the drug works just as Hermes said and Odysseus is able to escape Circe’s magic.
In referencing this story, Plutarch instructs the new bride to refrain from using
supernatural means to secure her husband’s affections. In the Odyssey, Circe does not
gain any benefit from Odysseus’ men. All she does is send them, newly turned into pigs,
to the pigsty.38 Plutarch points out that, like Circe, the new bride will not gain any benefit
from having a partner that she has seduced with magic and potions. As Cynthia Patterson
states, the primary issue with this type of magic potion was that they removed the mind
“from the one who ought to be the ruling or leading partner in marriage, so weakening
and perverting that partnership.”39 She points out that “Although the use of aphrodisiacs,
love potions, or charms was in fact hardly limited to women, it was the female use of
such things that was seen in antiquity as a potential threat to the traditional social
order.”40 By warning a new bride to avoid potions and charms, Plutarch shows that he
believes Circe’s type of drugs and magic to be harmful to a relationship and, as Patterson
states, harmful to social order as a whole. He clearly believes that a woman should gain a
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husband through more legitimate means. Doing so would allow the man to perform his
correct role in the relationship.
The last part of Plutarch’s admonition is important as well. He not only warns
against the dangers inherent in luring a man with magic and love potions, but he also
states the good that will come from avoiding these supernatural aids. He recalls here the
relationship that developed between Circe and Odysseus once Odysseus proved
unharmed by the charms Circe attempted to employ. After Odysseus defeats Circe’s
magic, she welcomes him into her home, feeds and bathes him, and – upon his request –
frees his men from the spell she had laid on them. Odysseus then happily remains with
her.41 The lesson here is plain: a relationship formed without any charms or potions will
be productive and prosperous to both parties.
Plutarch reiterates this theme later, when he tells a story in which Philip of
Macedon and his wife Olympias feature as key figures:
King Philip was enamoured of a Thessalian woman who was accused of using
magic charms upon him. Olympias accordingly made haste to get the woman into
her power. But when the latter had come into the queen’s presence and was seen
to be beautiful in appearance, and her conversation with the queen was not
lacking in good-breeding or cleverness, Olympias exclaimed, ‘Away with these
slanders! You have your magic charms in yourself.’ And so a wedded and lawful
wife becomes an irresistible thing if she makes everything, dowry, birth, magic
charms, and even the magic girdle itself, to be inherent in herself, and by
character and virtue succeeds in winning her husband’s love.42
The message of this passage is the same as in the previous one. The use of magic charms
and potions is defined as dangerous, a statement that is made clear by saying that the
woman was accused of using them to win over Philip and that, when she heard this,
Olympias acted hurriedly to bring the woman to her and ascertain if the accusations were
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true. Olympias, however, finds that the woman is simply naturally appealing due to her
lineage and her character. Plutarch’s message is clear: a well-bred, well-educated woman
can attract a good husband herself, without the use of any potions or charms. She simply
does not need them and so, Plutarch believes, should not stoop to use them.
In addition, this passage obliquely recalls Homer as well. The magic girdle
Plutarch mentions here, as Babbitt points out in his notes on the “Advice to the Bride and
Groom,” is most likely a reference to Aphrodite’s magic girdle mentioned in the Iliad as
being able to attract men. 43 In the Iliad, Hera borrows this girdle, which is described as
being capable of corrupting the minds of even the most wise and prudent, from Aphrodite
and uses it to attract her husband Zeus to her bed.44 Hera does this in order to “deceive
the mind” of Zeus and to keep him distracted, allowing a plan of hers to be played out
without his interference.45 Of course, when Zeus awakens and realizes what Hera has
done he is furious and threatens to punish her, saying that “you will be the first to
experience the consequences of this grievous misdeed and I will flog you with blows.”46
Peter Walcot explains the importance of this reference, however brief and veiled
it may be. He states that Plutarch includes this reference because through it Homer “most
effectively reveals how short-lived and insecure is the favour won from drugs and
witchcraft coupled with deceit against a husband, and how rapidly favour gives way to
hostility and anger.”47 This supports Plutarch’s ideas that witchcraft, potions and charms,
are inherently wrong and dangerous.
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Besides love-potions and drugs Plutarch also references another feminine method
of manipulating men, that of charms and seduction. In the story of Circe, Hermes warns
Odysseus that when Circe sees that her potions fail to work on him she will try to lure
him to bed. He tells Odysseus that he must first make Circe swear to do him no harm
“lest she make you, having been stripped bare, worthless and unmanly.”48 Due to the
warning, Odysseus escapes this fate by following Hermes’ command and making Circe
swear to not harm him. In the Iliad, Zeus is not so lucky. While it is the magic of
Aphrodite’s girdle that lures Zeus to Hera, it is Hera’s seduction that keeps him with her.
It is due to this that Zeus is distracted, perhaps even worthless as Hermes had warned
Odysseus he would be, and Hera is allowed to let her plan unfold.
Finally, it is noteworthy that Plutarch is using these bits of advice as negative
examples. Both the uselessness of Circe’s swine and the threats coming out of Zeus’s
anger warn women of the dangers inherent in using potions or charms to manipulate men.
Plutarch, though, also provides examples that show using these nefarious methods of
attracting men are simply not needed. In both of these passages, Plutarch presents women
who have successful relationships without the use of supernatural or seductive aids. Circe
fell in love with Odysseus when he failed to succumb to her magic, and the Thessalian
girl attracted Philip through the charm of her personality and upbringing instead of
through potions or magical charms. Patterson states that “This is in fact the main theme
of the essay: reason can charm two people into living harmoniously together better than
any potion or love charm.”49
and good upbringing instead of through more nefarious and manipulative ways.
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Plutarch’s ideas about witchcraft are well rooted in Greek literature. “Witches
[…] represent the ultimate fear of the loss of all human, or more specifically male,
control over the world.”50 This is clearly shown in both Homeric passages that Plutarch
mentions. In Greek literature the witch Medea as portrayed by Euripides is also known
for this sort of fear-inducing loss of male control. Plutarch does not name Medea in his
Advice, as he did Circe, but she does appear centrally in his Life of Theseus.
The character of Euripides’ Medea exemplifies all of the bad characteristics that
Plutarch condemns in women. Medea herself states that she uses her feminine charms to
manipulate men when she asks the Chorus “do you suppose I’d ever have flattered that
man unless devising something for my profit?”51 She also makes use of potions. At one
point, seeking refuge from King Aegeus, she promises to “end your childlessness and
enable you to father children: for this I have magic drugs.”52 More notoriously, she
douses gifts that she presents to Jason’s new wife, the woman replacing her, with
poisons.53 The story culminates with Medea getting the ultimate revenge on Jason for his
betrayal; she kills the children they had together.
In his Life of Theseus, Plutarch begins his narrative of Medea where Euripides left
off. Medea has fled Jason and is living with King Aegeus, as she had “promised by her
potions to free Aegeus of his childlessness.”54 Plutarch states that Medea learned of
Theseus’ arrival before Aegeus did and it is implied that she also learned that Theseus
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was secretly Aegeus’ son. For reasons that are not specified, Medea “persuaded him
[Aegeus] to receive Theseus as a guest, and to do away with him by poison.”55 Aegeus
agrees but recognizes his son just in time to dash the poisoned cup from his hands.
Plutarch does not mention Medea’s reaction to the failed poisoning and in fact she isn’t
mentioned again in this Life.
The story of Medea, both that of Euripides’ and in Plutarch’s Life of Theseus,
provides an important reference for Plutarch’s ideas on the dangers of a woman involved
with witchcraft. Medea represents the ultimate danger. She is manipulative and powerful.
She flagrantly uses her magic and potions to get men under her control and, when they
displease her, to exact revenge that completely destroys the family and household. Jason,
after the death of his children, also mentions one other important characteristic of
Medea’s when he says that “no Greek woman would ever have dared this.”56 It is clear in
his “Advice to the Bride and Groom” that Plutarch believes that the woman who uses
charms and potions was not a proper Greek or Roman woman. Medea was a foreigner
from Colchis, brought back to Greece after using her magic to aid Jason in his quest. As
we will see in later chapters, in his Lives the women whom Plutarch portray as using
magical potions and charms are, like Medea, foreigners.
While Plutarch warns against the dangers of witchcraft and of women using
potions and charms to manipulate and control the men around them, he also extols
women who have the characteristics he considers inherent in good wives and praises
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these women’s virtue. As Spaeth says “the witch represented the polar opposite of all that
the ‘proper’ Roman matron was supposed to be.”57
Just as Plutarch uses literary examples to clarify his idea of what a witch would
be, so too does he use examples to explain what he considers to be a proper matron. In
one bit of advice, Plutarch talks about the characteristics of women and men that create
successful marriages:
Helen was fond of wealth and Paris of pleasure; Odysseus was sensible and
Penelope virtuous. Therefore the marriage of the latter pair was happy and
enviable, while that of the former created an ‘Iliad of woes’ for Greeks and
barbarians.58
Here, he provides a contrast. A couple who cares only for wealth and pleasure creates
problems not only for themselves but for others around them, as did Paris when he
famously took Helen, wife to King Menelaus of Sparta, back with him to Troy. A couple
with sense and virtue, however, will be successful and happy. Plutarch’s reference to
Penelope is especially interesting since he does not explain what virtues, precisely, she
possessed. A look at her portrayal in Homer’s Odyssey gives readers a good insight.
Penelope is perhaps most known for the virtues of loyalty and faithfulness to her
husband. With Odysseus gone, first for the ten year war at Troy and then for another ten
years on his laborious journey home, his house was overrun by raucous men wanting
Odysseus’ property and wife for themselves. Penelope does her best to provide for the
suitors while still avoiding their advances.
It is easy to look at the story of Penelope and see only her loyalty to her husband.
Perhaps the best known part of her story is how she tricks the suitors in order to keep
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them at bay. While they are pushing her to choose one of them to marry, Penelope
appears to relent. She promises that she would marry one of them, if only they will first
grant her the time to finish weaving a shroud for Odysseus’ father, Laertes. They relent,
Penelope goes about weaving the shroud, but unknown to the suitors she undoes her work
every night so no progress is ever made and she never has to marry one of the men.59
This story certainly showcases Penelope’s faithfulness to her husband, but it also shows
she is clever and manipulative. While these could be considered negative traits, neither
Homer nor Plutarch seem to take issue with them in Penelope. This most likely is due to
Penelope’s goals. As Patricia Marquardt states, Penelope is clever and manipulative for
the purpose of remaining loyal, unmarried, and in her place in Ithaca.60 She is, in a sense,
protecting her husband’s property. Penelope also shows the same cleverness that
Odysseus is so renowned for. Upon Penelope and Odysseus’ reunion, Marquardt states
that “crafty Odysseus, completely won over, is moved to tears by Penelope’s words, and
he holds close his loyal wife ‘who suited his own mind.’”61 The fact that she was acting
to protect Odysseus’ holdings in his absence and that she did so through the same sort of
cleverness that her husband always showed seems to excuse her manipulations in the
eyes of Plutarch.
Another virtue of Penelope’s which Plutarch may be referencing is her obedience
to the men in her life. In one instance, Penelope shows her subservience to her son,
Telemachus. A minstrel has arrived at the house and is performing a song which reminds
Penelope of her lost husband. Penelope hears and asks the minstrel to instead play
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something more joyful. Upon hearing his mother’s request, Telemachus rebukes her
telling her to “attend to your own work, having gone into the house, the loom and the
distaff, and command your attendants to go over their work: for speech will be the
concern of all men, but most especially of me, for I am the authority in this house.”62
Penelope does as told, retreating to her own chambers and allowing the minstrel to
continue his song. In this episode, Homer portrays Penelope as being a proper woman; in
the absence of her husband, she defers to the authority of her son.
The virtues which Penelope exemplifies are not just those of loyalty and
faithfulness but also of subservience and knowing one’s place. McNamara notes this
important fact as well, saying that, “A reader who remembered her [Penelope’s]
circumstances, however, would have known without being told that Penelope’s capacity
to act in her husband’s absence had very palpable limits. Plutarch constructs the model
matriarch as a responsible partner in keeping social order, a woman whose virtue
flourished under male guidance.”63
Andromache, wife of Hector, is another Homeric woman who showcases this type
of virtue. Although there is no reference to her in “Advice to the Bride and Groom,”
Buszard points out that Plutarch does recall her multiple times in his Lives, and
specifically her speech to her husband.64 In one of the most moving scenes in the Iliad,
Hector has returned to the city of Troy and visits with his wife and son. Andromache has
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already lost much of her family in the war and she fears she will soon lose her husband as
well. She pleads with Hector, saying:
My husband, your courage will destroy you, nor do you have any pity for your
infant child nor for luckless me, who will soon be your widow: for soon all the
Achaeans, roused up, will slay you: but it would be better for me, missing you, to
sink into the earth: for there will be no comfort for me if you should meet your
fate, but only grief. I have no father nor revered mother [...] No, Hector, you are
my father and revered mother and brother, you are my vibrant husband: but come
now, take pity and stay upon the wall, lest you make your son fatherless and your
wife a widow.65
Just as Penelope attempted to show authority in her house by instructing the minstrel to
change his song, so too does Andromache attempt to persuade Hector to a course of
action by begging him to stay safe on the wall with her instead of returning to the fight.
As both women try to influence change, they are also both rebuked by the men. Using
almost exactly the same words Telemachus used with his mother, Hector tells his wife to
“attend to your own work, having gone into the house, the loom and the distaff, and
command your attendants to go over their work: for war will be the concern of all men, of
those born in Ilium, but most especially of me.”66
Speaking of Andromache, Buszard says that she “strives to subordinate the public
sphere to the private.”67 He shows that even though Plutarch does not directly reference
Andromache in his “Advice to the Bride and Groom” Plutarch does use Andromache and
Hector’s relationship as a model. Buszard cites four times within the collection of the
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Lives in which Plutarch shows women giving speeches similar to that of Andromache’s.
These include Porcia’s speech to Brutus, Licinia’s speech to C. Gracchus, Cornelia’s to
Pompey, and Aristomache’s to her brother Dion.68
The clearest of these parallels is that of Porcia. Plutarch himself directly compares
Porcia to Andromache. He describes a scene in which Porcia, worried about her
husband’s upcoming departure from Italy, comes across a painting of Andromache and
Hector upon the wall of Troy, with Andromache reaching out to take their son from
Hector’s arms. She begins weeping, and a friend of Brutus notices and recites to Brutus
Andromache’s words, “No, Hector, you are my father and revered mother and brother,
you are my vibrant husband.”69 Brutus, however, states that “I need not address Porcia in
the words of Hector – ‘Go home and look to your own affairs, the loom and the distaff,
and command your handmaids’ – for though she lacks by nature the body for equally
brave deeds, in mind she will be as noble on the fatherland’s behalf as we will.”70 Brutus
here denies the comparison his friend has made between Andromache and Porcia. He
states that she will be brave and noble and does not need to be reminded of her duty, as
Andromache had to be reminded by Hector.
Indeed there are key differences between Porcia’s speech and Andromache’s.
Porcia delivers her speech to Brutus earlier in the Life, upon noticing that he is troubled.
In her speech, Porcia states that she is Brutus’ “partner in good times and in distress” and
that she is “proof against suffering.”71 Brutus is impressed by his wife’s bravery and
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prays that “he might succeed in his undertaking and thus show himself a worthy
husband.”72
Although Plutarch compares Porcia to Andromache, there are clear and notable
differences between the two. While Andromache seeks to keep Hector safe at her side
and prevent him from doing his duty as a prince of Troy, Porcia makes no such attempt
with Brutus. She states that she is his partner, no matter the suffering that may come. This
theme remains true in the other three speeches which Buszard investigates. In each
speech there is a key difference between these women and Andromache; the women in
Plutarch’s Lives proclaim their love for their husbands and may rail against the injustice
of the situation in which they find themselves, much like Andromache, but then they do
not attempt, as Andromache does, to prevent their husbands from going out into a
dangerous situation. Buszard states that Plutarch portrays these women as being “less
selfish and more aware of civic concerns than Hector’s wife.”73
These speeches again point to what Plutarch’s ideas of what a proper wife should
be. He cites Penelope’s virtues in his “Advice to the Bride and Groom,” implying that the
bride should be loyal and loving. Both Andromache and Penelope are certainly shown as
possessing these virtues. But due to this love, both women attempt to gain authority over
an aspect causing them grief; Penelope wishes the minstrel to sing a song that doesn’t
remind her of her husband’s absence and Andromache seeks to keep her own husband
safe from war. Both women are rebuked for this and are reminded of their proper place.
They have attempted to influence something that is considered under a man’s sphere of
control and so they are told to return to the house, the women’s place. In his Lives, by
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altering the women’s speeches, Plutarch makes it clear that he agrees with this rebuke
that a woman should not attempt to overstep her bounds. While it is good that she should
love her husband, a proper wife should remain in her place in the house, involved with
domestic tasks, and not attempt to influence or command what belongs under a man’s
authority.
By examining the advice Plutarch gives to the newly married couple, it is easy to
ascertain what attributes he thought a proper wife should have versus which ones he
thought were dangerous. Plutarch repeatedly references Homer to illustrate and expand
on his ideas, both in his Advice and in some of his Lives. Plutarch clearly distinguishes
good women from bad women. For him, a bad woman is one who makes use of seduction
and magic, making men unable to think for themselves and so rendering them useless.
Bad women interfere with men’s affairs for their own selfish gain. He also often portrays
these women as foreigners, neither Greek nor Roman. On the other hand, he praises the
virtues of good women, commending their proper upbringing and education. These good
women attract men through their own natural charm instead of through magic and
potions. If they interfere in the affairs of men, they do so only for the good of the men
themselves and, as Penelope did, are happy to step down when the man is able to once
again take up his mantle. In short, Plutarch condemns the attributes and actions of a witch
while praising those of a wife and matrona. When looking at the portrayals in his Lives, it
is easy to see which one Plutarch believes a woman to be.
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Chapter Three
Olympias
Before we can look at Plutarch’s depiction of the ultimate example of a woman
exploiting a man for her own selfish and nefarious purposes, Cleopatra, we must first
examine her predecessor, the Macedonian Queen Olympias, mother of Alexander the
Great. These two women, Olympias and Cleopatra, bracket the Hellenistic world; as
mother of Alexander, Olympias heralds in the time period and as the last Macedonian
Ptolemaic queen of Egypt, Cleopatra brings it to an end. Olympias has many of the
characteristics which Plutarch associates with the witch Circe and other dangerous
women; she is manipulative and plots to control the men around her, she is a foreigner,
she uses poisons, and her husband even fears that she will use charms against him.
Plutarch presents her as an example of the kind of woman which should be avoided.
However, he also uses her to praise Alexander. While Olympias is dangerous,
manipulative, and intractable, Alexander is calm and patient and learns not to allow
himself to be manipulated by her. In showing this, Plutarch presents two lessons to his
readers: a lesson to women on how not to behave, and a lesson to men on how to handle
dangerous women.
In her article on the women in Plutarch’s Lives, Blomqvist states that Plutarch’s
dangerous women “use several methods to attain their goals: an exceptional charm, a
troublesome character, or even, in certain cases, drugs and poisons.”74 We have already
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explored how these same characteristics are found in Homer’s Circe. Now we will see
how these attributes are the same ones used to describe Olympias and her meddling in
Macedonian politics.
In the first few paragraphs of his Life of Alexander, Plutarch presents Olympias as
a woman who was dangerous and feared by the men around her, even her own husband.
He first states that on one occasion:
A serpent was seen once stretched out by the body of sleeping Olympias: and this
they say exceedingly dimmed Philip's desire and friendliness towards her, so that
he no longer visited often to sleep beside her, fearing either the woman's magic
or potions upon him, or he abstained from her company because she was engaged
with a superior being.75
Plutarch here states that Philip’s fear of approaching his wife was in part due to his fear
of Olympias’ involvement with spells and charms. Even if she doesn’t use her magic
against him, Plutarch states that Philip fears she may be involved with a god, a statement
he repeats and strengthens further down when Plutarch says that Philip again saw “the
god as a serpent lying with his wife on the couch.”76 In both of these statements, Plutarch
asserts that Olympias’ close contact with snakes was frightening to her husband and seen
as a possible sign that the gods themselves were involved with her. Plutarch gives two
very different responses from Olympias on the subject. In one scene he states that as
Alexander was about to leave for Asia, Olympias told him “the secret about his
conception,” implying that Zeus was his true father, not Philip.77 In another, he states that
Olympias said precisely the opposite and complained that “Alexander must stop

“ὤφθη δέ ποτε καὶ δράκων κοιμωμένης τῆς Ὀλυμπιάδος παρεκτεταμένος τῷ σώματι: καὶ τοῦτο μάλιστα
τοῦ Φιλίππου τὸν ἔρωτα καὶ τὰς φιλοφροσύνας ἀμαυρῶσαι λέγουσιν, ὡς μηδὲ φοιτᾶν ἔτι πολλάκις παρ᾽
αὐτὴν ἀναπαυσόμενον, εἴτε δείσαντά τινας μαγείας ἐπ᾽ αὐτῷ καὶ φάρμακα τῆς γυναικός, εἴτε τὴν ὁμιλίαν
ὡς κρείττονι συνούσης ἀφοσιούμενον,” Plut., Alex., 2.
76
“ἐν μορφῇ δράκοντος συνευναζόμενον τῇ γυναικὶ τὸν θεόν.” Plut., Alex., 3.
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“τὸ περὶ τὴν τέκνωσιν ἀπόρρητον.” Ibid.
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slandering me to Hera.”78 Whether Olympias supported the idea that Alexander was the
son of Philip or the son of Zeus, the fact that Plutarch portrays Philip as being wary of her
company is a clear example of him portraying Olympias as a dangerous woman.
Shortly after this paragraph, Plutarch continues his descriptions of Olympias.
Again he portrays her as dangerous and terrifying to the men who witness her actions:
There is another account concerning these things, that all the women around were
connected with the Orphic rites and the orgies of Dionysus from very ancient
times [...] And Olympias striving after these divine inspirations more than the
other women and carrying out the frenzies more barbarically would lead out to the
revelers great tame serpents, which would often appear out of the ivy wreaths and
the mystic baskets and would wind around the thyrsus and the crowns of the
women, terrifying the men.79
This paragraph mirrors the first, as again Olympias is shown as being involved in
something men do not understand; in the first paragraph, she is shown as sleeping beside
a snake and in the second she is involved in Bacchic rituals. In both she is shown
handling snakes, which one would think to be wild and dangerous. However, in both
instances she is safe from them. Like Circe with her wolves and lions, Olympias has
tamed and controlled what should be untamable.
Secondly, Plutarch states that Olympias is not only involved in religious cults, but
she is more enthusiastic in her worship even than the other women involved. Plutarch
states that Olympias practices these Bacchic rituals “more barbarically” than the other
women.80 In this one short passage, Plutarch accomplishes two things: he informs his

“οὐ παύσεταί με διαβάλλων Ἀλέξανδρος πρὸς τὴν Ἥραν.” Ibid.
“ἕτερος δὲ περὶ τούτων ἐστὶ λόγος, ὡς πᾶσαι μὲν αἱ τῇδε γυναῖκες ἔνοχοι τοῖς Ὀρφικοῖς οὖσαι καὶ τοῖς
περὶ τὸν Διόνυσον ὀργιασμοῖς ἐκ τοῦ πάνυ παλαιοῦ [...] ἡ δὲ Ὀλυμπιὰς μᾶλλον ἑτέρων ζηλώσασα τὰς
κατοχάς καὶ τοὺς ἐνθουσιασμοὺς ἐξάγουσα βαρβαρικώτερον ὄφεις μεγάλους χειροήθεις ἐφείλκετο τοῖς
θιάσοις, οἳ πολλάκις ἐκ τοῦ κιττοῦ καὶ τῶν μυστικῶν λίκνων παραναδυόμενοι καὶ περιελιττόμενοι τοῖς
θύρσοις τῶν γυναικῶν καὶ τοῖς στεφάνοις ἐξέπληττον τοὺς ἄνδρας,” Ibid.
80
“ἡ δὲ Ὀλυμπιὰς μᾶλλον ἑτέρων […]βαρβακώτερον.” Ibid.
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readers that Olympias was involved in the out-of-control Bacchic rituals and he
emphasizes her foreignness.
In this paragraph, Plutarch emphasizes Olympias’ foreign nature, labelling her as
the antithesis of a proper Greek or Roman woman. Olympias, as the queen of Macedonia,
would not have been seen as a proper Greek woman to the Greeks even if she had been
more demure and quiet. Ian Worthington sums up the Greek concept of the barbarian
succinctly when he states that “to Greeks a ‘barbarian’ was someone who did not speak
Greek: hence, such a person was not Greek.”81 He goes on to explain that while the
Macedonians may have spoken Greek, they did so with a dialect unique to them that
those in more southern areas of Greece, namely Athens, may have had trouble
understanding. There were also large cultural differences between Macedonia and the
southern Greeks that would have helped to cause an ideological rift between the two
areas. The three largest of these differences were the Macedonian monarchy, the fact that
Macedonians largely worked their own lands instead of holding slaves to do the labor for
them, and the Macedonian practice of drinking undiluted wine. These cultural aspects led
to, as Worthington phrases it, the “snobbery of Greeks towards Macedonians” and the
Greek’s concept of the Macedonians being barbarians and foreigners.82
This attitude is clearly showcased in a speech by the Athenian orator
Demosthenes as he denounces the actions of Alexander the Great’s father, Philip of
Macedonia. Demosthenes states that Philip “is not only not Greek, but he is not related to
any Greeks, he is not even a barbarian from a place that is said to be noble, but he is a
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plague from Macedonia, from where it is not possible to buy even one good slave.”83
Plutarch alludes to these Greek prejudices when he states that Olympias acts barbarically.
More than that, however, he says that she engages in these rituals “βαρβακώτερον” or
“more barbarically” than the other women.84 Plutarch here shows that not only was
Olympias a foreigner to the Greeks because of her status as queen of Macedonia, but she
went above and beyond this to act as a foreigner in her own country. Olympias was in
actuality a foreigner to the Macedonians. She was originally from Epirus, a country to the
southeast of Macedonia. However, Plutarch is not merely stating that Olympias is a
foreigner to the Greeks and Macedonians, he is emphasizing her out-of-control
barbarism. While the Macedonians were barbarians to the Greeks, Olympias was
perceived as barbaric even to the barbarians.
These images of Olympias as a foreigner and involved with Bacchic rituals would
have called to mind images of other foreign and terrifying women for Plutarch’s readers.
Plutarch makes it clear in these passages that Olympias’ actions are frightening to the
men around her. He shows how Philip turns away from his wife upon finding a snake in
her bed and he states that the men who witnessed Olympias performing as a Bacchant
were terrified of her snakes and, likely, her as well. Plutarch’s portrayal of the men’s fear
makes sense as he is equating Olympias in these scenes with other terrifying literary
figures. Her foreignness echoes that of the foreign witches Medea and Circe. Even more
terrifying is that her association with Bacchic rituals brings to mind the frenzy of the
women in Euripides’ Bacchae. In this play the women are, like Olympias, celebrators of

“οὐ μόνον οὐχ Ἕλληνος ὄντος οὐδὲ προσήκοντος οὐδὲν τοῖς Ἕλλησιν, ἀλλ᾽ οὐδὲ βαρβάρου ἐντεῦθεν
ὅθεν καλὸν εἰπεῖν, ἀλλ᾽ ὀλέθρου Μακεδόνος, ὅθεν οὐδ᾽ ἀνδράποδον σπουδαῖον οὐδὲν ἦν πρότερον
πρίασθαι.” Dem. Philippics 3.31.
84
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Dionysus who adorn themselves with live serpents.85 Their involvement in this cult ends
in terror as the women, driven mad and unwillingly enacting Dionysus’ revenge, literally
tear Pentheus, the prince of Thebes and son of one of the reveling women, to pieces when
he is caught spying on their activity.86
Plutarch begins his Life of Alexander with these characterizations of Alexander’s
mother. From the very beginning, Olympias is portrayed as being dangerous and
witchlike. She is involved in a cult, she is capable of taming wild animals, and she is
terrifying to the men around her. Foxhall states that “women’s […] involvement in
religious cults […] challenged and threatened masculine authority.”87 Blomqvist also
comments on this saying that “the allegations that she [Olympias] was addicted to
ecstatic bacchanals […] and that she did this in an all too barbaric way […] imply her
violent temper and almost non-Greek background.”88 Plutarch’s characterization of
Olympias in these early statements clearly shows that he had these opinions of her. As the
Life continues, this theme of Olympias challenging and threatening the men around her
persists.
Plutarch portrays Olympias as being an integral part of the conflict between
Alexander and his father Philip. Macedonian kings were often polygamous, but in the
Life of Alexander Olympias resents Philip and is jealous of his other wives. When Philip
is about to marry a young Macedonian girl named Cleopatra, Plutarch states that:
The troubles all around the household, on account of Philip's marriages and loves
infecting the whole kingdom with the discord in the women's quarters, caused
many accusations and great disagreements [between Philip and Alexander]. The
The women “tied their spotted hides with serpents licking their cheek.” “καὶ καταστίκτους δορὰς
ὄφεσι κατεζώσαντο λιχμῶσιν γένυν.” Eur. Bacchae. 697-98.
86
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ill-temper of Olympias, an exceedingly jealous and indignant woman, made these
still greater, urging on Alexander.89
This paragraph is interesting for a couple of reasons. To begin with, in the Moralia
Olympias is portrayed entirely differently. In the “Advice to the Bride and Groom,”
quoted above, Olympias is portrayed as concerned for her husband’s well-being when he
falls for a Thessalonian woman. Olympias gathers the girl to her and is relieved to find
the girl naturally charming and well born. Since the girl is a foreigner and would not
produce a more legitimate heir than Olympias’ son Alexander, Olympias has no hint of
jealousy towards the girl who has infatuated Philip and acts kindly towards her.
This shows the differences in Plutarch’s goals for both of these passages. In the
Moralia Plutarch seeks to show how a woman can attract a man without the use of magic
and charms, as the Thessalonian girl does. In the passage in his Life of Alexander,
however, his goal is quite different: to show how dangerous a woman can be if she is
allowed to influence and control the men around her.
In this passage, Olympias has been allowed to interfere in politics by influencing
her son against his father. The fallout from her interference is great. In a story following
this paragraph, readers can see that the new wife’s uncle, Attalus, is excited about the
influx of prestige and opportunities for his own family. Meanwhile, Olympias resents the
new bride. She is undoubtedly concerned that Philip will have another son who will
depose Alexander as heir. Her concern would have been legitimate; since Olympias
herself was not Macedonian a child between Philip and the full-blooded Macedonian

“αἱ δὲ περὶ τὴν οἰκίαν ταραχαί, διὰ τοὺς γάμους καὶ τοὺς ἔρωτας αὐτοῦ τρόπον τινὰ τῆς βασιλείας τῇ
γυναικωνίτιδι συννοσούσης, πολλὰς αἰτίας καὶ μεγάλας διαφορὰς παρεῖχον, ἃς ἡ τῆς Ὀλυμπιάδος
χαλεπότης, δυσζήλου καὶ βαρυθύμου γυναικός, ἔτι μείζονας ἐποίει, παροξυνούσης τὸν Ἀλέξανδρον,” Plut.,
Alex., 9.
89
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woman Cleopatra would be, perhaps, preferable to Alexander. Whether Olympias simply
disliked the new bride or she feared for her son’s legitimacy, Plutarch portrays her as
having shared her feelings with Alexander. Doing so damaged his trust in his father and
caused Alexander to doubt his position. Plutarch describes a scene in which Attalus plays
right into the fears which Olympias has instilled in Alexander. At a party celebrating
Philip’s upcoming marriage, a drunk Attalus prays “that a legitimate successor to the
kingdom may be born from Philip and Cleopatra.”90 At this insult to his own legitimacy,
Alexander throws his drinking cup at Attalus. Philip is angered at the insult to his guest,
and the scene ends with both Alexander and Olympias fleeing Macedonia.
Blomqvist addresses this story saying, “From the manner in which Plutarch
describes the situation, it is apparent that even though it was Philip who provoked the
tensions by marrying a second wife, Cleopatra, and by letting her uncle insult Alexander
[…], it was still Olympias’ fault that the domestic turbulence infected political life.”91
Even though her fears that a child of Philip and Cleopatra’s would be seen as a better and
more legitimate heir than her own son are verified by Attalus’ prayer, Plutarch still
claims that she is simply “jealous and indignant.” He both blames her for the discord and
simultaneously warns his readers of what will happen if a woman is allowed to interfere
in politics.
Plutarch continues to illustrate what can ultimately happen if a woman is allowed
to interfere and meddle in political affairs when he speaks about the death of Philip. He
states that:
when Pausanias, having been maltreated by Attalus and Cleopatra and having not
obtained any justice, killed Philip, most of the blame fell on Olympias, as she had
90
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encouraged the young man's anger and urged him on [...] But Alexander having
sought out the accomplices of the plot punished them and was angry at Olympias
for having savagely treated Cleopatra while he was away.92
There are two episodes which must be discussed: the assassination of Philip and the
revenge on Cleopatra. Plutarch puts the blame for both on Olympias.
In this paragraph, Plutarch portrays Olympias as dangerous and conniving. She is
dangerous not only because she brings about the assassination of her husband and king,
but because she manipulates another young man to perform the deed. Blomqvist states
that Plutarch portrays Olympias as “a plotting woman who does not act openly but
conspires and uses men as her instruments.”93 Although it is clear that Olympias would
not have had much of a chance to act openly given the culture, Plutarch still depicts
Olympias as being doubly dangerous. She is not above assassinating her king and
husband and she also has the charms and wherewithal to manipulate another man to do
her work for her.
Secondly, Plutarch alludes to horrible misdeeds done by Olympias to Philip’s new
wife, Cleopatra. While he doesn’t specify what these deeds of Olympias’ are, Plutarch
does show her son’s response.94 Plutarch claims that Alexander is upset and that he
chastises his mother for the harm she has done.95 This is the first time Plutarch begins to

“ἐπεὶ δὲ Παυσανίας Ἀττάλου γνώμῃ καὶ Κλεοπάτρας ὑβρισθεὶς καὶ μὴ τυχὼν δίκης ἀνεῖλε Φίλιππον, τὸ
μὲν πλεῖστον εἰς Ὀλυμπιάδα τῆς αἰτίας περιῆλθεν, ὡς θυμουμένῳ τῷ νεανίσκῳ προσεγκελευσαμένην καὶ
παροξύνασαν [...] οὐ μὴν ἀλλὰ καὶ τοὺς συναιτίους τῆς ἐπιβουλῆς ἀναζητήσας ἐκόλασε, καὶ τὴν
Κλεοπάτραν ἀποδημοῦντος αὐτοῦ τῆς Ὀλυμπιάδος ὠμῶς μεταχειρισαμένης ἠγανάκτησε,” Plut. Alex. 10.
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show how men should respond to women who are as dangerous as Olympias; Alexander
rebukes his mother and Plutarch seems to believe that this was justified and correct.
The murder of Cleopatra is not the only time Olympias gruesomely interferes in
Macedonian politics. Plutarch also blames Olympias for the impairment suffered by
Alexander’s half-brother, Arrhidaeus. He states that:
Arrhidaeus was born from an obscure and common woman, Philinna, and was
lacking in understanding on account of a sickness of the body. The origin of this
sickness did not fall upon him naturally nor on its own. It is even said that as a
child he shined with a graceful and noble character. Soon however he was ruined,
his mind having been destroyed by drugs administered to him by Olympias. 96
In this paragraph, Olympias is described as using drugs to dispose of the threat
Arrhidaeus was to Alexander’s succession to the throne. This clearly echoes the sorts of
drugs that Homer shows Circe using. Just as Circe used potions to disable Odysseus’
men, so too does Olympias use drugs to disable her son’s political rival.
In these short paragraphs, Plutarch clearly supports his earlier claim that
Olympias is jealous and indignant. He shows her as manipulative and capable of
committing horrible deeds that are worthy of reproach from the men in her life. It is
important to keep in mind that Plutarch’s negative portrayal of Olympias has more to do
with her gender and the secretive and cunning ways she performed these deeds than
shock at the deeds themselves. Carney points out that political murder was hardly
uncommon in the Macedonian court and that, especially in her disposal of her political
rivals, Olympias is acting in ways that are fairly common among the men of the
impossible that Olympias could have even acted with Alexander’s tacit approval. Whatever Alexander may
have thought or even said to Olympias in secret, what is important for Plutarch’s narrative on the dynamics
between them is how Alexander responded to his mother’s actions in public.
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“γεγονότα μὲν ἐκ γυναικὸς ἀδόξου καὶ κοινῆς Φιλίννης, ἀτελῆ δὲ τὸ φρονεῖν ὄντα διὰ σώματος νόσον οὐ
φύσει προσπεσοῦσαν οὐδὲ αὐτομάτως, ἀλλὰ καὶ πάνυ φασὶ παιδὸς ὄντος αὐτοῦ διαφαίνεσθαι χάριεν ἦθος
καὶ οὐκ ἀγεννές, εἶτα μέντοι φαρμάκοις ὑπὸ Ὀλυμπιάδος κακωθέντα διαφθαρῆναι τὴν διάνοιαν,” Plut.
Alex. 77.
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Macedonian court.97 Alexander, for instance, had Parmenion killed when his son Philotas
was found to be involved in an assassination attempt on Alexander.98 Despite having had
a man killed who Plutarch states was one of “Alexander’s […] friends” and who “had
been of much help in campaigns with Philip,” Plutarch still offers no moral judgement of
Alexander for the murder.99
Carney suggests that this discrepancy may be because it is assumed “that
women’s actions are privately motivated (e.g., Olympias does this only and purely for
revenge) and men’s publicly inspired and thus somehow excusable, or at least
rational.”100 However, another instance in Plutarch’s Life of Alexander seems to run
contrary to this assumption: that of Alexander’s murder of Cleitus. Alexander kills
Cleitus after being personally insulted by him for allowing the Persians so much status in
the Macedonian court. Plutarch not only does not condemn Alexander for this attack, but
claims that “we find this was brought about because of some ill-fortune of the king,
whose wrath and intoxication allowed the occasion for Cleitus’ evil genius.”101 By saying
this, Plutarch puts the blame on everything besides Alexander himself: Alexander’s
passion and his drunkenness allowed Cleitus to push and provoke Alexander, ending with
the king murdering him. The murder of Cleitus was a public event in that there were
many witnesses, but Plutarch portrays it as certainly having been fueled by Alexander’s
own, privately motivated, feelings.
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There is one final interesting comparison of the murders by Olympias and those
by Alexander. In both the killings of Parmenion and of Cleitus, Plutarch spends a great
deal of time explaining the motives and backgrounds behind Alexander’s actions.
However, Plutarch does not give the same depth of description to the motives behind
Olympias’ deeds. Plutarch tells his readers that Olympias manipulated Pausanias to kill
Philip, took horrible revenge on Cleopatra, and crippled Arrhidaeus with her drugs, but in
each case the reader is left to surmise why. The only hint that Plutarch gives is in her
nature: she is a jealous and indignant woman.
Throughout the Life of Alexander, Plutarch shows Alexander progressively able to
stand up to his mother’s dangerous manipulations. Plutarch mentions twice in his Life of
Alexander that Olympias tried to manipulate her son and meddle in politics and was
subsequently rebuffed by him. In the first instance Plutarch states that:
A letter written to Alexander by Olympias exhibits the great pride his friends and
bodyguards held due to the riches he handed out. She says "Come now and make
other ways of rewarding those you love and honor. You are making all equal to
kings and providing them with many friends, but you yourself are alone."
Olympias often wrote in this way, but he kept her writings secret.102
Here Plutarch clearly shows Olympias trying to influence Alexander, but Alexander
refuses to allow her to manipulate him. Plutarch repeats and strengthens this affirmation
later saying that:
He gave many presents and sent much down to his mother, but he would not
permit her to meddle in state affairs nor to interfere with his orders and when she
rebuked him for this he endured her ill-temper calmly.103

“περὶ δὲ τῶν τοῖς φίλοις καὶ τοῖς σωματοφύλαξι νεμομένων πλούτων, ἡλίκον εἶχον ὄγκον, ἐμφαίνει δι᾽
ἐπιστολῆς Ὀλυμπιάς, ἣν ἔγραψε πρὸς αὐτόν. ‘ἄλλως,’ φησὶν, ‘εὖ ποίει τοὺς φίλους καὶ ἐνδόξους ἄγε νῦν δ᾽
ἰσοβασιλέας πάντας ποιεῖς καὶ πολυφιλίας παρασκευάζεις αὐτοῖς, ἑαυτὸν δὲ ἐρημοῖς.’ πολλάκις δὲ τοιαῦτα
τῆς Ὀλυμπιάδος γραφούσης ἐφύλαττεν ἀπόρρητα τὰ γράμματα.” Ibid., 39.
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“τῇ δὲ μητρὶ πολλὰ μὲν ἐδωρεῖτο καὶ κατέπεμπεν, οὐκ εἴα δὲ πολυπραγμονεῖν οὐδὲ παραστρατηγεῖν
ἐγκαλούσης δὲ πρᾴως ἔφερε τὴν χαλεπότητα,” Ibid.
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In these paragraphs one of the lessons Plutarch means to teach through the Life of
Alexander becomes clear. He has already established Olympias as being a dangerous
woman and here shows her as trying to influence Alexander’s political decisions.
Alexander, however, despite his love and respect for his mother, does not allow her to
interfere with him or his work.104 Blomqvist addresses this as well, stating that Olympias
“did not succeed entirely in managing Alexander into acting on her will” but that “this is
by no means due to any lack of ambition on Olympias’ part, but rather caused by her
son’s good judgment and determination.”105 Plutarch clearly admires Alexander for his
wisdom in avoiding his mother’s manipulations and depicts him as an example of how
men could handle such a dangerous woman.
Throughout this Life, Olympias is depicted as the kind of woman who is
dangerous and conniving. Plutarch showcases her as an example of how women should
avoid acting. Just as importantly, he shows how men should handle such a dangerous
woman. As an adult, Alexander learns to be calm in his dealings with his mother and
does not allow her to interfere in his business. Plutarch clearly admires Alexander for his
good sense in handling Olympias and so portrays him as a role model for other men. This
is, as will be shown in the next chapter, in opposition to how Marc Antony capitulates to
the whims of the dangerous women in his life.
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Chapter Four
Cleopatra the Witch
As has been discussed, there are many attributes found in the witches Circe and
Medea which Plutarch finds villainous. These same attributes are found in Olympias as
Plutarch finds her to be a dangerous and manipulative woman. They are also found, to an
even greater extent, in Plutarch’s portrayal of the Egyptian queen, Cleopatra. Plutarch’s
portrayal of Cleopatra shows her as having all of the characteristics of a Homeric witch;
she is controlling, she uses charms and potions, and she engages in unwomanly and
extravagant activities. Like Olympias, Cleopatra uses snakes to her own advantage and
like Euripides’ dangerous Medea, she is a foreigner to the Romans. Plutarch portrays
Cleopatra as the ultimate dangerous woman and, as we will see, he uses her as an
instructional tool for both women and men.
The first instance that shows that Plutarch finds Cleopatra to be a less than
respectable woman comes not in the similarities he draws between her and literary
witches but in his descriptions of her elaborate excesses. Plutarch clearly valued
moderation, especially in women, a point which becomes clear in a letter written by him
to his wife upon the death of their young daughter. In this letter, he praises his wife for
her restraint as she mourns and buries their daughter:
Also, those who were present report in wonder that you did not change clothes
nor were careless towards yourself or your maids: the preparations concerning the
funeral were not extravagant nor ostentatious, but all things were accomplished
moderately and in silence in the company of only those who were kin. I did not
marvel at you, never having adorned yourself for the theater or processions due to
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your belief that such extravagance is useless even when just for enjoyment,
maintained simplicity even during this sad time.106
This point is reiterated further in Plutarch’s Advice to the Bride and Groom when he says
that what makes a woman beautiful “is neither gold nor emeralds nor scarlet which makes
her thus, but that which bestows an appearance of great dignity, discipline, and
modesty.”107 Plutarch makes the same point when he says, “A great number of women
act in this way: when husbands try to forcibly take away their luxury and extravagance
they struggle and become angry. But if they should be persuaded with logic, they gently
put away such a life and become modest.”108 These comments make clear that Plutarch
believes women should be modest, not only in how they act but in their appearance as
well. Further comments in his “Advice to the Bride and Groom” make it clear that
Plutarch additionally states that make-up was unnecessary and that women should dress
in plain colors instead of more expensive and brightly dyed clothes.109
Plutarch’s ideals about women were very much in line with Roman values. In his
history of Rome, Livy relates a speech given by the austere Cato in defense of the lex
Oppia. This law “intended to curb female extravagance.”110 It was enacted during the
hardships of the Second Punic War and it dictated that “no woman should have more than
a half ounce of gold nor wear multicolored clothing nor be driven in a carriage within the

“καὶ τοῦτο, λέγουσιν οἱ παραγενόμενοι καὶ θαυμάζοντες, ὡς οὐδ᾽ ἱμάτιον ἤλλαξας οὐδὲ σαυτῇ τινα
προσήγαγες ἢ θεραπαινίσιν ἀτημέλειαν: οὐδ᾽ ἦν παρασκευὴ πολυτελείας πανηγυρικῆς περὶ τὴν ταφήν,
ἀλλ᾽ ἐπράττετο κοσμίως πάντα καὶ σιωπῇ μετὰ τῶν ἀναγκαίων. ἐγὼ δὲ τοῦτο μὲν οὐκ ἐθαύμαζον, εἰ
μηδέποτε καλλωπισαμένη περὶ θέατρον ἢ πομπὴν ἀλλὰ καὶ πρὸς ἡδονὰς ἄχρηστον ἡγησαμένη τὴν
πολυτέλειαν , ἐν τοῖς σκυθρωποῖς διεφύλαξας τὸ ἀφελὲς καὶ λιτόν.” Plutarch, Consolatio ad Uxorem, 4.
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city or any town within a mile's radius unless for the sake of religious ceremonies.”111
Culham emphasizes that the lex Oppia was one of many sumptuary laws meant to curtail
Roman women’s excess and extravagance and not, as might be assumed given its time of
enactment, a law passed to help with the war effort through confiscation of wealth. She
supports this saying that there was “no provision for the transfer of excess holdings in
gold over the licit semuncia to the treasury instead of to male relatives. In fact, the law as
given in Livy only forbids women to have more than a semuncia of gold.”112 The law,
like other sumptuary laws of Rome, was instated to curb extravagance and not to provide
wealth for the state. In his speech related by Livy, Cato says, “the state is suffering from
two different vices, greed and luxury, plagues which overthrow all great empires.” He
goes on to state that “the more the empire grows - for already we crossed into Greece and
Asia, filled with all the attractions of desire, and we are even handling royal treasures - I
am increasingly afraid that these things will capture us rather than we them.”113 Cato’s
argument neatly sums up the Roman’s perceived problems with extravagance and riches:
they were the accoutrements of foreigners, not proper Romans, and they were capable of
being a corrupting influence. Throughout his speech he condemns women for wanting to
partake in these riches.
Like Cato, Plutarch clearly thought that a proper matrona should be content with
simple things and should refrain from any sort of loud or ostentatious displays. The
matrona, by the most basic definition being any married woman, was supposed to be
“"ne qua mulier plus semunciam auri haberet neu vestimento versicolori uteretur neu iuncto vehiculo in
urbe oppidove aut propius inde mille passus nisi sacrorum publicorum causa veheretur." Livy, 34.1.
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quiet and demure in her actions and in her appearance. Plutarch’s depictions of Cleopatra,
however, show that she was often the exact opposite of this type of woman.
There are multiple instances in which Plutarch elaborates on the rich and
extravagant ways Cleopatra adorned herself. The first, and perhaps the most elaborate, of
such displays comes when Cleopatra first traveled to meet Antony. She is described as
having “therefore brought together for herself many gifts, and money, and such
ornaments as her great position and prosperous kingdom provided.”114 The barge she
traveled in was gilded, with purple sails and silver oars, and Cleopatra “reclined under a
canopy sprinkled with gold, herself adorned like Aphrodite, while boys adorned like
figures of Eros fanned her, standing on either side.”115
This passage describing Cleopatra’s entrance into Antony’s life clearly shows that
Cleopatra did not behave in line with Plutarch’s values of moderation and modesty.
While it is clear that Plutarch would not have approved of such displays, what he finds
more troublesome is that Cleopatra then used this wealth to begin to manipulate and gain
control over Antony.
Just as Circe used her magic on Odysseus’ men to rob them not just of their
masculinity but also of their humanity, so too did Cleopatra use her wealth and
intelligence to bring Antony under her control. When she first met Antony she dazzled
him with an elaborate dinner, so much so that she is equated with the goddess Aphrodite
and Antony with Dionysus. Plutarch recounts that “some rumor spread through all that

“διὸ πολλὰ μὲν συνεσκευάσατο δῶρα καὶ χρήματα καὶ κόσμον οἷον εἰκὸς ἦν ἀπὸ πραγμάτων μεγάλων
καὶ βασιλείας εὐδαίμονος κομίζειν.” Plut. Ant. 25. (page 193)
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τοῖς γραφικοῖς Ἔρωσιν εἰκασμένοι παρ᾽ ἑκάτερον ἑστῶτες ἐρρίπιζον.” Ibid., 26.
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Aphrodite had come to revel with Dionysus for the good of Asia.”116 Antony was said to
be “amazed” at the display and when he tried to entertain Cleopatra the following night
he disparaged his own less impressive spread. Plutarch describes how in seeing this,
“Cleopatra, having observed in Antony's jests much of the soldier and the common man,
now furnished herself with these mannerisms towards him without restraint and
boldly.”117 Karen Blomqvist describes Cleopatra as “both dominating and sly, debauched
and hypocritical.”118 This is a prime example of said slyness as Cleopatra first used her
wealth to dazzle Antony and then adopted his mannerisms and habits in order to foster
his infatuation with her.
Throughout the Life, Plutarch shows how Cleopatra manipulated Antony. The
clearest example of this is when Octavia, Antony’s legal wife, was waiting in Athens to
meet with Antony. Plutarch states that Cleopatra feared that Octavia, being equipped both
with her own good character and with the power of her brother Octavian, “would become
unconquerable and gain absolute power over her husband.”119 To prevent this, Cleopatra
embarked on a series of manipulations. Plutarch describes how:
She pretended to love Antony, and reduced her body with a light diet. She put on
a look of amazement when Antony was near and one of wasting away and
abasement when he departed. She undertook to be seen often weeping and quickly
would wipe away the tears and keep them hidden, as if she wishing they would
escape Antony's notice.120

“καί τις λόγος ἐχώρει διὰ πάντων ὡς ἡ Ἀφροδίτη κωμάζοι παρὰ τὸν Διόνυσον ἐπ᾽ ἀγαθῷ τῆς Ἀσίας.”
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Cleopatra did not rely only on her own acting and manipulations, however. According to
Plutarch, Cleopatra also manipulates others to intervene on her behalf. Plutarch states
that:
Her flatterers, being zealous for her sake, reviled Antony as unyielding and
without feeling and as destroying the woman prepared for him and him alone. For
they said Octavia had married him as a necessary duty and on account of her
brother and enjoyed the name of wife. But Cleopatra, ruling over so many people,
was called the beloved of Antony and she neither ran from the name nor disowned
it as long as she is allowed to see him. But she would not survive being driven
away from him.121
With both Cleopatra and her followers working at Antony, Plutarch states that Antony
became convinced that Cleopatra truly was in love with him and therefore in danger if he
left her to visit Octavia. Plutarch states that, “They so destroyed and drained the man that
fearing Cleopatra would give up on life he returned to Alexandria.” Therefore, instead of
going to visit his wife in Athens, Antony returned to Alexandria and the victorious
Cleopatra.122
In his commentary on Antony, Pelling states that Plutarch’s account of this
episode was not necessarily accurate, even stating that “much of this is fiction” and that
Plutarch was “imaginatively improving his material.”123 He explains this assertion by
saying that it is likely Cleopatra was not with Antony when he learned that Octavia had
arrived in Athens, thus making her hysterical reaction to such news impossible. He also
says that Octavia would “naturally return to Rome” after waiting for Antony only briefly,

“οἱ δὲ κόλακες σπουδάζοντες ὑπὲρ αὐτῆς ἐλοιδόρουν τὸν Ἀντώνιον ὡς σκληρὸν καὶ ἀπαθῆ καὶ
παραπολλύντα γύναιον εἰς ἕνα καὶ μόνον ἐκεῖνον ἀνηρτημένον. Ὀκταουίαν μὲν γὰρ πραγμάτων ἕνεκα διὰ
τὸν ἀδελφὸν συνελθεῖν καὶ τὸ τῆς γαμετῆς ὄνομα καρποῦσθαι: Κλεοπάτραν δὲ τοσούτων ἀνθρώπων
βασιλεύουσαν ἐρωμένην Ἀντωνίου καλεῖσθαι, καὶ τοὔνομα τοῦτο μὴ φεύγειν μηδ᾽ ἀπαξιοῦν, ἕως ὁρᾶν
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as it would not have made sense for her to accompany him on his campaign. This clearly
diminishes the threat Octavia would have presented to Cleopatra and due to this Pelling
dismisses Plutarch’s portrayal of Cleopatra’s theatrics towards Antony as being simply
“imaginative.”124
Dismissing this passage seems unfair, however, when one considers that Plutarch
is using it to illustrate aspects of both Antony’s and Cleopatra’s characters which he can
then use as teaching moments. In this episode Plutarch portrays Cleopatra as an actress;
Pelling even goes so far as to admit and say that she is acting in the role of a courtesan.125
She wants Antony for herself and she is both willing and able to manipulate him to get
her way. Additionally, she is portrayed as powerful and manipulative enough to conscript
others to her side in order to help convince Antony of her imminent peril should he leave
her. Cleopatra does this, even though it is clearly not in Antony’s best interests and, in
fact, weakens him politically. Stadter puts it well when he states, “Although Cleopatra
presented herself as Isis to the Egyptians, in Plutarch she appears as an anti-Isis who
weakens and emasculates her lover.”126 Plutarch’s comparison shows that, just as Circe
nonchalantly discards the humanity and autonomy of Odysseus’ men in order to possess
them, so too does Cleopatra not care about unmanning Antony. What Plutarch believes
Antony’s gullibility and willingness to be manipulated in this scene says about Antony’s
character will be discussed further in this chapter.
The traits Plutarch has ascribed to Cleopatra so far, namely her ability to
manipulate by flaunting her riches and by her cunning acting, have been dangerous for
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Antony but not necessarily traits unique to witches. However, Plutarch does discuss
actions taken by Cleopatra which more clearly put her in line with witches like Circe and
Medea. He describes how she used charms and potions to get her way. She is also shown,
like Olympias, to have been comfortable with handling snakes. Finally, and most clearly,
like all of the dangerous women mentioned before, Cleopatra was a foreigner.
Blomqvist states that Plutarch’s accusation that Cleopatra used drugs and potions
on Antony is “put forth implicitly, since it is attributed to Octavian.”127 In saying this she
is alluding to the moment that war was declared on Cleopatra by the Romans. Plutarch
states that this war was declared in order “to take away from Antony the power which he
had surrendered to a woman. And Caesar said besides that Antony was under her spells
not even master of himself.”128 While it is true that, as Blomqvist implied, one should
probably not take Octavian’s assertions against Cleopatra and Antony as clear fact, this is
hardly the only time that Plutarch states that Cleopatra used potions or charms. On her
very first visit to meet Antony, which has already been discussed, Plutarch states that she
went to him not only bedecked in finery but that she also “came to his side having put her
greatest hope in herself and in her own tricks and love spells.”129
To an extent, Plutarch was likely alluding to Cleopatra’s allure and personality
instead of literal magic tricks and charms. There are many times in his biography in
which Plutarch describes how Cleopatra manipulated, perhaps even seduced, Antony
without any use of literal magic or potions. In one such instance Plutarch states, “But
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Cleopatra using her flattery not, like Plato said, in four forms but in many and always
bringing some new pleasure and delight to him while he was busy with either troubles or
leisure, she engaged with Antony like she would a child and relaxed neither day nor
night.”130 Here he refers to a section in Plato’s Gorgias in which Socrates explains how
flattery deludes the listener because it only imitates “what appears to be good, the
pleasant” instead of actually being “what is truly good.”131 This certainly seems to be
what Plutarch’s Cleopatra is doing as he depicts her acting in ways which Antony finds
endearing. In fact, Cleopatra seems to go out of her way to become the sort of woman
Antony would find most attractive. This is plainly stated by Plutarch, as quoted above,
when Cleopatra first met Antony and, upon noticing his puerile manner, immediately
“furnished herself with these mannerisms towards him.”132
Plutarch goes on to describe how Cleopatra showed an interest in the activities
Antony enjoyed. He states that she “played at dice with him and drank with him and
hunted with him and watched him exercising with arms.”133 He also describes how
Cleopatra participated in Antony’s “boyish pranks.” In one instance, they are said to have
dressed in serving garb and gone around Alexandria looking in windows and mocking
those inside. In another, Plutarch relates how Antony was vexed at his own inability to
catch a fish in front of Cleopatra and so instructed one of his men to attach a fish to his
line. Cleopatra, pretending to fall for the trick, gathered a great amount of people to
watch Antony’s prowess in fishing. Before he had the chance to attempt to cheat again,
“ἡ δὲ Κλεοπάτρα τὴν κολακείαν οὐχ, ὥσπερ ὁ Πλάτων φησί, τετραχῆ, πολλαχῆ δὲ διελοῦσα, καὶ
σπουδῆς ἁπτομένῳ καὶ παιδιᾶς ἀεί τινα καινὴν ἡδονὴν ἐπιφέρουσα καὶ χάριν, διεπαιδαγώγει τὸν Ἀντώνιον
οὔτε νυκτὸς οὔτε ἡμέρας ἀνιεῖσα.” Ibid., 29.
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she had a fish – already salted and preserved – attached to his line. When he reeled up the
preserved fish Cleopatra flattered him saying “hand over your fishing rod, Autokrator, to
the fishermen of Pharos and Canopus; your hunt is for cities and kingdoms and
continents.”134 Cleopatra not only addressed Antony as autokrator here, a title meant to
show that a person was his own master and which was used as a term of address both for
military generals and later even for emperors, but she also flattered him by urging him to
remember that he would be destined for great military successes. He should not be
worried about hunting fish, but instead she reminded him to hunt for empires.
In these stories, Cleopatra is only too willing to indulge Antony’s sense of humor
and love of games. She observed Antony’s playful mannerisms and adopted the same
attitude towards him. Stacy Schiff quotes the historian Josephus who says that in acting
this way Cleopatra “did not fall in love with Antony but ‘brought him to fall in love with
her.’”135 Cleopatra is shown to have quickly analyzed Antony’s character and then acted
in a way which he would find attractive. This is not unlike how Circe responded to
Odysseus when her initial attempts at magic failed her. Hermes, when he meets Odysseus
on his way to Circe’s abode, even warns Odysseus that Circe’s initial magic and spells
are not the only thing he has to fear. He tells Odysseus that if he is not careful and does
not make Circe swear to do him no harm that “when she has got you naked she will
unman you and make you fit for nothing.”136 Hermes does not seem to mean that this will
be another magical attack; after all at this point he has already given Odysseus the drug
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moly which he says will make Odysseus immune to Circe’s magic.137 Instead Circe
seems to use flattery and seductions to attempt to win Odysseus over. As soon as it is
clear that her magic hasn’t worked, Circe comments on the strength of Odysseus’ mind,
names him a hero, and invites him to her bed.138 Cleopatra and Circe both do whatever
they can to cause the men in their stories to become enchanted with them.
While the above are clear examples of Cleopatra’s attempts to manipulate and
seduce Antony through the strength of her own personality, Plutarch does also speak
about Cleopatra’s personal experience in dabbling with poisons and potions. The clearest
example of this is Cleopatra’s involvement with the Egyptian asp. After the Battle of
Actium, when it became clear that Octavian’s forces would soon overcome the remnants
of those of Cleopatra and Antony, Plutarch shows how Cleopatra began to prepare for her
eventual defeat. In his narrative, Cleopatra began to assemble and test various poisons,
using prisoners as her test subjects. He states that:
Cleopatra was gathering together every dangerous kind of deadly poison and she
tested the painlessness of each upon prisoners sentenced to death. But when she
saw those which brought a quick death also brought a sharpness of death due to
the pain, while the milder poisons did not bring such speed, she made a trial of
wild animals, watching herself as they attacked each other.139
Eventually, Plutarch tells his readers that Cleopatra discovered the asp, an Egyptian
cobra. Plutarch states that:
She found the bite of the asp alone, without spasm or groan, brought about a
heavy sleep and lethargy, with just a soft sweat on the face. There was a
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darkening of the senses, and they were easily relaxed and difficult to rouse or
awaken, just as with those deeply sleeping.140
Pelling states that this story of Cleopatra testing poisons and venomous animals on
prisoners is, however, unlikely to be accurate. His reasoning is simple; it is unlikely that
Cleopatra would have been so certain of her impending doom that she would have been
searching for an easy death and, even if she had been, the effects of the bite of an asp
were already well-known enough that Cleopatra would have had no need for such
experimentation. Pelling cites the physician Galen who stated that the asp was “used as a
humane method of executing criminals in Alexandria.”141
Whether the details of Plutarch’s account here are accurate or not, the inclusion of
the story supports Plutarch’s assertion that Cleopatra was both witchlike and dangerous.
As has already been seen with Olympias, snakes were used in Bacchic rituals and
Plutarch states that they were frightening to the men who witnessed them. Cleopatra here
handles the snakes and poisons with the same ease that Olympias handled them with
during her rituals and, it should be noted, with the same nonchalance that Circe manages
the men whom she turned into animals.
This scene also strengthens Plutarch’s assertion that these witchlike women were
foreigners instead of proper Roman women. Blomqvist points this out when she says that
it “is significant that Cleopatra is described like a barbarian, with the manners of an
Oriental despot, although she is actually of Greek descent.”142 Cleopatra’s use of humans
as test subjects is one of the times when she is depicted as cruel and – to use Blomqvist’s
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word – barbaric. She seems at that moment as far away from the proper matrona as one
could get. Blomqvist points out that Cleopatra’s involvement with poisons and
experiments on prisoners draws a parallel between her and other “Oriental despots.”
While Blomqvist doesn’t expand on this, Plutarch’s depictions of Cleopatra’s
experiments are reminiscent of those of another of Rome’s enemies, Mithradates.
Mithradates, king of the eastern kingdom of Pontus, had been one of the Roman
Republic’s greatest enemies. He had waged three wars against Rome from 88 to 63 BC
and was certainly remembered by Romans for his terrifyingly successful conspiracy in 88
BC in which he managed to orchestrate the assassination of tens of thousands of Roman
citizens and slaves living across Anatolia and the Aegean islands.143 While being one of
Rome’s strongest enemies, Mithradates was also known for his obsession with poisons
and antidotes. Just as Plutarch portrays Cleopatra as testing these drugs on prisoners, so
too did Mithradates. Mayor states that “Mithradates was systematically studying the
effects of known and rare pharmaka, and men on death row were his scientific
subjects.”144 When Plutarch describes Cleopatra administering poisons to prisoners and
carefully studying their effects, his readers would have been reminded of Rome’s great
enemy Mithradates doing much the same thing.
Plutarch’s inclusion of the Egyptian asp is also important as it “was a symbol both
of Isis and the [Egyptian] royal house, rearing up on the front of a king’s head-dress.”145
Plutarch’s inclusion of the asp here, and then again at Cleopatra’s death, reminds the
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reader of Cleopatra’s status as the ruler of a foreign state. Although Cleopatra was of
Macedonian and not Egyptian descent, Plutarch seeks to strengthen the idea that she was
a complete foreigner to Rome.
Throughout the Life of Antony, Plutarch portrays Cleopatra as dangerous and
manipulative, a foreign witch using Antony to secure her own position. Schiff states that
the portrayal readers get of Cleopatra is one of “a reckless, careless destroyer of men.”146
While it is certainly true that Plutarch displays Cleopatra as an extreme example of
dangerous attributes, he also clearly shows Antony as being at fault as well. Plutarch uses
Antony as a negative example just as he does Cleopatra, showing that he is foolish, weak,
and wasteful. Perhaps the biggest lesson that Plutarch means to impart in his Life of
Antony is what may happen if a man allows himself to be handled by a dangerous
woman.
Blomqvist states that “Cleopatra proved to be disastrous to Antony from the very
start until the catastrophic finale at Actium. We are explicitly told that Cleopatra
destroyed all the good qualities that Antony ever had.”147 Blomqvist is referring to
Plutarch saying:
This then was the nature of Antony that his love for Cleopatra brought on this
final evil, awakening and rousing to madness many of the desires still hidden and
quiet within him, and both hiding and destroying any useful or saving qualities
that still held out against her. In this way, he fell into his enemy's hands.148
While it is true that Plutarch blames Antony’s love of Cleopatra for his downfall, it is
important to note that he states that she exacerbated, instead of causing or instilling, his
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vices. Plutarch is quite clear in his biography in saying that Antony was a flawed
individual. He clearly states as much when he, shortly after praising Antony’s rise to
power, states that same power was also “hindered by countless faults.”149 One of these
faults is certainly Antony’s willingness to listen to the commands of a woman.
Plutarch begins his biography of Antony by implying that Antony’s docility was a
trait passed down to him by his father, Antonius. In his introductory paragraph, Plutarch
states that Antonius desired to be generous and giving with his friends but “was
prevented from indulging his kind-heartedness by his wife.”150 He portrays Antonius here
as wanting to do something, but not having the wherewithal to stand up to his wife when
she attempts to stop him. Antony begins to show this same subservience when dealing
with his prior wife, Fulvia. Plutarch does not seem to have a high opinion of Fulvia. He
states that she “was a woman who did not think about spinning or keeping house, nor did
she think it worthwhile to rule a common man, but she wanted to lead a leader and
command a commander.”151 Plutarch makes it clear that Fulvia got exactly what she
wanted in Antony as she is shown stepping into the rule of a commander, both in a
domestic and in a political sense. Plutarch mentions in an aside that Fulvia was involved
in a war in Rome against Octavian.152 Although he also mentions others who were
involved in the war, Plutarch blames Fulvia for the majority of it stating that she had a
“meddlesome and rash nature.”153
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Plutarch saw Fulvia as the first woman to whom Antony submitted and as the
woman who paved the way for his eventual downfall. This is shown when he states that
“Cleopatra owed Fulvia for Antony's education in the dominion of women, since she
inherited him entirely submissive and having been trained from the beginning to obey
women.”154
Pelling points out that Plutarch shows Antony’s willingness to be ruled by a
woman as his biggest flaw. He states that Antony’s “public mistakes flow from his
passivity.”155 Nowhere is this clearer than at the Battle of Actium. At Actium, Antony
was blockaded by Octavian’s naval forces and left with the option of taking his army
over land, which would mean abandoning his and Cleopatra’s ships as well as
Cleopatra’s treasure, or leaving most of his army to go over land while he met Octavian
at sea. He chose to leave his army and to go by sea, having his naval fleet meet
Octavian’s much larger one. During the battle, Antony seemed to be holding his own
when suddenly Cleopatra, aboard her own Egyptian ships, took sail and broke through
the blockade, reaching open sea where her ships were able to outrun Octavian’s. When
Antony saw Cleopatra escape, he abandoned his own ship, got into a smaller and faster
skiff, and took after her. After Antony’s desertion the battle, predictably, was won by
Octavian. Concerning Antony’s desertion, Plutarch says:
Then Antony made it clear that he was controlled by the reason neither of a
commander nor of a good man nor even entirely of his own, but just as someone
in play said that the soul of the lover lives in the body of another, he was drawn
along by the woman just like he had united with her and they were carried off
together. For as soon as he saw her ship sailing away he completely forgot
everything else, betraying and running away from those fighting and dying for
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him [...] and he chased after the woman who had already destroyed him and
would continue to demolish him further.156
Plutarch uses strong words in this paragraph in order to illustrate that Antony was
helpless and unable to think for himself due to Cleopatra’s influence. He states that
Antony was “dragged” along, that he “forgot” and “betrayed” his men, and that he would
soon be completely ruined by the queen he had been reduced to chasing.
There are some historians who seek to excuse Antony’s behavior at Actium by
stating that he was not chasing after Cleopatra so much as he was following strategic
battle plans. Goldsworthy states that “Modern scholars tend to strain every nerve to
justify Antony’s decision, the most optimistic arguing that he still hoped to win a decisive
battle at sea, while most simply see the breakout as the best option of continuing the
war.”157 These “modern scholars” stem from an article published by J. Kromayer in 1899.
This article argued that Antony knew he could not win a naval battle and so his plan from
the start was to break through Octavian’s forces, meaning the battle went exactly as he
had hoped.158
Many, however, disagree with Kromayer’s analysis and instead focus on
Plutarch’s interpretation of Cleopatra leading Antony to throw away his victory.
Goldsworthy points out that “there could be no doubt that Antony failed as a commander
at Actium. A good Roman general never gave in and rallied as much of his force as
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possible.”159 Lange points out that no ancient source supports the notion that Antony was
seeking escape rather than victory. He states that if escape was what Antony wanted “the
course of the battle surely did not go as he wished: he would have wished to extricate a
substantial part of his Roman forces, rather than little more than the Egyptian
squadron.”160 Finally, Pelling corroborates Plutarch’s depiction. He states that “Antony
begins well: he hurries everywhere to encourage his men […], his tactics are sensible
[…], his ships keep order […] Cleopatra usually brings this great soldier to his ruin: so it
is here, and her treachery decides a battle which till then was even.”161 Each of these
scholars clearly agree with Plutarch’s portrayal of the battle. While things may not have
been going perfectly well for Antony, when he saw Cleopatra fleeing he could not help
but to follow after her.
Blomqvist says that Plutarch portrayed Cleopatra as “the worst example of all the
wicked women who ever meddled in politics.”162 She goes on to state that Cleopatra is
portrayed as having made Antony her “captive.”163 While, as has been shown above,
Plutarch clearly does portray Cleopatra as a villain he also blames Antony for not being
strong enough to stand up to her. In his closing comparison between Antony and
Demetrius, Plutarch says that:
Cleopatra often disarmed Antony and subdued him with her spells and persuaded
him to give up from his hands great doings and necessary campaigns and instead
to wander about and play with her on the seashore by Canopus and Taphosiris.
Finally, just like Paris, he ran away from the battle and sank down onto her
bosom: but it is better that Paris fled into the women's quarters having already
been defeated, but Antony fled chasing Cleopatra and so gave away the victory.164
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While the “spells” Plutarch mentions once again point to Cleopatra as a witchlike figure,
most of what Plutarch says about Antony here is clearly his own fault. Antony allows
himself to be persuaded by Cleopatra to spend his time in leisure instead of in business,
he is compared to the coward Paris when he runs from battle, and ultimately Plutarch
states that Antony himself threw away his victory.
Blomqvist states that “Cleopatra’s vices are exploited in order to accentuate
Antony’s bad character.”165 Just as Plutarch uses Olympias to show how a good man can
succeed despite the meddling of a bad woman, Plutarch uses the character of Cleopatra to
showcase what happens if a man succumbs to such a woman. Both Plutarch’s Olympias
and Cleopatra exhibit the qualities of literary witches; they are domineering and
manipulative, they are foreign women, and they don’t hesitate to use poisons or spells
when needed. But whereas Olympias’ vices highlight Alexander’s “virtue and selfcontrol,” Cleopatra’s accentuate Antony’s submissiveness and lack of control.166 While
Plutarch depicts Cleopatra as a dangerous woman and meddler, she would not have been
as effective if she had met a more worthy opponent than Antony.
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Chapter Five
Octavia the Matrona
The historian Le Corsu said of Plutarch, “For our moralist, the ideal woman is the
submissive wife, leading a discreet and dignified life, of all devotion to her husband,
without fanfare and without luxury.”167 As we have seen, there are certainly women in
Plutarch’s Lives who do not meet these criteria. These women, like Cleopatra and
Olympias, are portrayed as dangerous foreigners and immoral women. They are shown
living extravagantly and using all resources at hand, including seduction and magic, to try
and manipulate the lives of the men around them and involve themselves in politics and
other masculine fields. Cleopatra and Olympias are portrayed as showcasing the sorts of
dangerous behaviors which Plutarch explicitly warns his readers, as evidenced by his
“Advice to a Bride and Groom,” to avoid. However, there are other women in Plutarch’s
Lives who also seek to work and effect change in a political, and so masculine, arena.
Octavia, the third wife of Marc Antony, is one such woman. Unlike the more dangerous
women, Octavia is praised for her work and dedication. While at first glance this may
seem unfair, Plutarch depicts Octavia as possessing certain characteristics, like those
mentioned by Le Corsu, which allow her to move within this masculine arena without
judgement and without acquiring Plutarch’s contempt. This chapter will explore
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Plutarch’s depiction of Octavia in order to see what qualities a woman must have in order
to be able to effect change while still being portrayed as a proper Roman matrona.
Octavia is first mentioned in Plutarch’s Life of Antony right after the death of
Antony’s wife, Fulvia, and at the point of time when the Triumvirate between Antony,
Octavian, and Lepidus was being cemented. Octavia, as sister of Octavian, was offered to
Antony in marriage in an attempt to solidify the alliance between these men. At this
point, while Octavia had only a passive role in the narrative, she is highly praised by
Plutarch. He points out that Octavian “exceedingly loved his sister” and that she was a
marvelous woman. Plutarch goes on to mention that the Romans themselves had high
hopes for the alliance as “everyone proposed this marriage, hoping that since Octavia had
beauty as well as dignity and intelligence, when standing at Antony's side and being
loved by him, as is befitting such a woman, she would be their salvation in all things.”168
In this last line we begin to see how Plutarch allows Octavia to influence politics
without condemning her for doing so. He clearly alludes to the brewing political strife
between Antony and Octavian and states that the Romans were excited about Octavia’s
marriage to Antony entirely because they believed that she would be able to calm the
situation and prevent the coming civil war. Octavia’s marriage to Marc Antony came as a
welcome relief to the Romans and their hope that she would broker peace between
Antony and Octavian stands in stark contrast to the polarizing effects of Antony’s former
wife, Fulvia.

“ἔστεργε δ᾽ ὑπερφυῶς τὴν ἀδελφήν, χρῆμα θαυμαστόν, ὡς λέγεται, γυναικὸς γενομένην.”
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By stating that the Romans hope that Octavia would be their salvation, Plutarch
calls to mind the events of 42 B.C. It was just a few years before the treaty between
Antony and Octavian, in which Antony would be given Octavia to marry, when Antony’s
wife Fulvia along with Antony’s brother Lucius began a war against Octavian. Octavian
had been given the task of confiscating land and distributing it to veteran soldiers but,
according to Reinhold, Fulvia and Lucius “had no intention of relinquishing to Octavian
the control of affairs in Rome and Italy.”169 After Octavian left Lepidus in charge of
Rome, Lucius came in and took over the city. Upon hearing of this, Octavian returned,
Lucius fled, and before long the two met at Perusia where Lucius was besieged by
Octavian’s forces. Gabba states that in starting these hostilities against Octavian, both
Lucius and Fulvia “claimed to act in Antony’s name.”170 The reasons given for this
conflict are vague. Plutarch says nothing about Lucius’ motivations and Reinhold only
says that he “thirsted for a share of his brother’s power.”171 Little more is said about
Fulvia’s reasonings. Goldsworthy states that she “felt that she was acting for Antony’s
good by turning against Octavian.”172 Plutarch mentions that Fulvia was acting primarily
out of jealousy and was stirring up trouble with the aim of drawing Antony away from
Cleopatra and back to Italy, to her.173 Reinhold only says that together Fulvia and Lucius
“hoped to sweep Octavian aside and to establish their family in sole power.”174 Whatever
their motivations, Lucius lost to Octavian’s forces and Antony seems to have denied any
involvement with his wife and brother’s war. When Fulvia died en route to meet him,
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Plutarch states that it was serendipitous as it allowed for a greater “opportunity for a
reconciliation with Caesar.”175 This reconciliation soon took place with Antony blaming
Fulvia for the war and Octavian accepting this excuse. It was during this reconciliation
that Octavian gave his sister to Antony in marriage. To the Romans, this certainly would
have appeared a peace offering and, given the recent fighting, it is understandable that
they would have hoped that Octavia would keep Antony and Octavian on peaceful terms.
Octavia began to play out this role of mediator soon after when her brother and
her husband met in Tarentum. Antony had sent his wife back to Octavian and Octavia
immediately begged her brother to remain at peace with Antony. Plutarch writes that
Octavia said, “But if the worse should prevail and war should come to pass, one of you is
fated to conquer and the other to be conquered - it is uncertain which. But either way my
life will be miserable."176 In Plutarch’s account it was this speech which convinced
Octavian to meet peacefully with Antony and led to the two exchanging troops.
Appian in his Civil Wars gives a more complete telling of this story. Octavian,
fighting with Sextus Pompey, had lost more than half of his fleet of ships in a sea battle
and was in desperate need of replacements. Antony, meanwhile, was burdened with the
cost of his own fleet of ships and was in need of foot soldiers for the Parthian War.
Observing these facts, Appian claims that "Octavia went to Caesar as an arbiter for
them."177 At her behest, Octavian agreed to meet with Antony and they convened at
Tarentum. They came to an agreement: Antony would give Octavian 120 ships, while
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Octavian provides Antony with 20,000 legionaries.178 The men also decided to extend the
Triumvirate for another five years.
Interestingly, both sources go on to mention further gains reached by Octavia
herself, saying that “Octavia, separately from this agreement, claimed twenty light
vessels from her husband for her brother and a thousand soldiers from her brother for her
husband.”179 Besides this, Plutarch mentions that she was successful in “winning over”
Octavian’s friends, Maecenas and the military commander Agrippa.180
When looked at objectively, these actions by Octavia do not seem to be too
drastically different from some of the actions undertaken by Plutarch’s more dangerous
women. Just as Olympias and Cleopatra attempted to politically influence the men in
their lives so does Octavia attempt to influence the actions of her brother when she pleads
that a war with Antony would lead her to a life of misery. Also like Plutarch’s dangerous
women, Octavia meddles in warfare and negotiations as she is clearly stated to have
garnered troops and ships for both her husband and her brother. There is even a hint that
she is charming and manipulative, like Cleopatra, as Plutarch states that she won over
Octavian’s friends immediately upon meeting them. The question that must then be asked
is why, when she shares these traits with women Plutarch clearly condemned, Octavia is
portrayed sympathetically and as a proper Roman matrona.
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In order to answer this, I believe we should look at Plutarch’s Mulierum Virtutes,
an essay which Plutarch writes in order to illustrate, he says, how women display bravery
and virtue in the same ways which men do.181 In this essay, Plutarch relates twenty-seven
stories of women, either singularly or in groups, acting bravely. When examined, one will
find that in many of these stories the women exhibit many of the same traits as Octavia
and Plutarch’s dangerous women: they meddle in men’s affairs, they immerse themselves
in politics, and they even outright manipulate the men around them.
In some of these stories, Plutarch shows women making decisions that affect their
society, without the input or approval of the men. A good example of this is the very first
story in which Plutarch depicts women who escaped from the ruins of Troy after the
Trojan War. These women go unnamed, but he explains how they realized, after having
been shipwrecked on Italy near the Tiber River, that their people would be able to grow
and develop only if they stopped wandering and established themselves on land. Having
realized this, the women burned the Trojan ships while the men were away in order to
force a permanent residence there. The men rushed to try and save the ships, having not
realized the logic behind their destruction, and the women stopped and mollified them
with embraces and kisses.182
Other stories show women stepping into a militaristic role. In one story, Plutarch
tells of the bravery of the women of Argos who, when their city was attacked by
Cleomenes the King of Sparta, were inspired to protect their homeland from the enemy.
The women themselves battled with the Spartans, driving them away from the city. 183 A
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similar story is told of the women of Salmantica. Their city was conquered by Hannibal
and the citizens of the city, men and women both, were instructed to come out of the city
leaving all of their possessions behind. The women of their own volition hid the men’s
weapons inside of their garments, correctly assuming that the men would be searched but
not the women. Once outside the women revealed the swords they had hidden. Some of
the women gave the weapons to the men surrounding them, while others attacked the
enemies themselves.184
Perhaps most similar to the machinations of Plutarch’s dangerous women is his
story of Aretaphila. She was unwillingly married to Nicocrates after he, as despot, killed
her husband. Nicocrates treated her well, but Aretaphila saw how cruelly he treated the
rest of her country and so she began preparing and testing various potions with the goal
of poisoning her husband. Nicocrates’ mother noticed Aretaphila’s strange behavior and,
after prevailing on her son to allow it, had Aretaphila tortured in an attempt to get her to
admit her plot. Plutarch, however, states that she endured the torture and denied any
wrongdoing, explaining that the poisons were merely attempts to make love-potions and
charms which she planned to use to make Nicocrates adore her more. After still more
torture, Nicocrates relented and believed her to be innocent.
With her first plan foiled, Plutarch states that Aretaphila still did not give up. She
used various charms and potions on Nicocrates’ brother to induce him to fall in love with
Aretaphila’s own daughter. Aretaphila and her daughter together manipulated him to
have Nicocrates murdered. She then conspired to gain control of the city by urging the
brother to go to war against allies of hers. The allies easily won and both Nicocrates’
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mother and brother were killed at Aretaphila’s behest. After all of this, the citizens urged
Aretaphila to remain in control of the city and to govern them. However, Plutarch states
that instead “when she saw the city freed, she immediately went into the women's
chambers, and having thrown aside whatever there was of meddling in state affairs, she
passed the rest of her time weaving and lived with her friends and family.”185
These stories are representative of those told by Plutarch in his essay. The women
clearly take control of the situation they find themselves in, often making decisions both
without input from and on behalf of the men in their life. They fight their own enemies,
and even – as Aretaphila did – use poisons and potions of the sort that one would expect
from a more dangerous woman. However, there are clear differences between these
women and Plutarch’s depictions of women like Cleopatra and Olympias. The first is
their motivation, and the second is found in what the women do after their moment of
masculine bravery.
Blomqvist addresses the different motivations Plutarch attributes to women when
she states that “in the one, we meet those who act for purely selfish reasons, and in the
other, those who are driven by nobler motives.”186 This underlines one of the major
differences for Plutarch between the positive women of the Mulierum Virtutes and his
more negative portrayals of women like Cleopatra and Olympias. Plutarch makes clear in
his Lives that women like Cleopatra and Olympias are manipulative and witchlike in
order to advance their own agenda. The women in the Mulierum Virtutes, however, act
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for the good of others and “are uniformly unselfish.”187 The Trojan women are a prime
example of this; Plutarch states that they burn the ships not because they themselves are
weary of travel, but because they know that a strong and proper state cannot be built until
their people find a place to settle. They take this irrevocable action, and risk angering the
men, for the future good of their people.
The women’s motivation is also shown as being in response to a lack of proper
masculine behavior or action. Stadter states that “Plutarch’s virtuous women, in all their
variety of action, display their virtue only where gaps appear in the fundamentally male
society. They support or retaliate against male action.”188 Foxhall reiterates the same
thing, stating that feminine strength and virtue “occurs where the male side of what ought
to be an equation is absent, flawed, or inadequate.”189 This can be seen clearly in the
story of the women of Argos and Salmantica. In both of these stories, the men are unable
to properly defend their cities. They are simply absent from the city of Argos and, in the
story of the Salmantican women, they are unable to defend the city because they are
under the careful guard of the enemy and so unable to access their weapons. In both of
these stories the women rise up to fill this void. In the first story, they serve as the
fighters and protectors themselves and in the second they hide the men’s weapons,
knowing that they will not be watched as carefully as the men. The men’s inability to act
allows the women to step into their place and act bravely in their stead, without
judgement or censure from Plutarch.
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Finally, Plutarch approves of a woman’s bravery if she acts properly after her
moment has passed. In order for Plutarch to praise the woman she must give up any
power her action garnered. Blomqvist states that all of the women Plutarch approves of
“are content with acting in a glorious manner; they do not make any claims upon the
rewards offered to glorious men.”190 She goes on to state that Plutarch shows these
women as being “capable of courageous defiance of tyrants and external enemies – but
after their exploits, they are to renounce all power.”191 Given this understanding, the
importance of the ending of Aretaphila’s story becomes clear. Not only does Plutarch
repeatedly state that Aretaphila was acting out of concern for her people, but he makes a
point to mention that after she freed her people she was offered control of the
government.192 As has been quoted above, however, Aretaphila refused this honor and
withdrew to lead a quiet life. For Plutarch, these two things change Aretaphila from a
poison wielding manipulative and dangerous woman into a proper and virtuous matrona;
she both acted only for the good of her people and she refused any honors, rewards, or
power afterwards.
These characteristics are all important when explaining why Plutarch so clearly
portrays Octavia as a good woman. As in the Mulierum Virtutes, Plutarch approves of
Octavia for two reasons: her motives are unselfish and she does not attempt to hold on to
political power. Like Aretaphila, Octavia both involves herself in politics and even
attempts to manipulate the men around her. This is especially clear in the scene
mentioned above when she begs Octavian to not begin a civil war with Antony as it
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would of necessity leave her bereft of either husband or brother. There is no doubt that
Octavia acts in a manipulative way in this scene, using her relationship with Octavian and
manipulating his affection towards her in order to prevail upon him. Buszard says,
“Octavia understands the power of her special position” as both the wife of Antony and
the sister of Octavian.193 He goes on to say that Octavian “loves his sister deeply […] and
is therefore susceptible to a personal appeal. So when Octavia speaks of military and
political affairs, she emphasizes their impact on her personally.”194 This is clear when she
states that she herself will be miserable if there is war between her husband and her
brother.195 However, even though she is manipulative in this scene, Plutarch does not
condemn her because, like Aretaphila, Octavia is acting for the good of Rome instead of
for any personal gain.
Not only does Octavia say that it would be horrible for a civil war to be started
because of her, she repeatedly takes steps to avoid it, even involving herself in politics to
try to actively bring an end to the conflict between Antony and Octavian. As mentioned
above, Octavia uses her brother’s affections towards her to convince him to meet with
Antony. While this is successful, and the two meet and agree to exchange troops, Octavia
goes further and she herself obtains equipment and troops for her husband and brother.
Later, when Antony is about to enter Parthia, Octavia brings to him “much clothing for
the soldiers, many beasts of burden, and money and gifts for the commanders and friends
around him. Beyond this she brought two thousand chosen soldiers assigned into a cohort
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for a general and with remarkable armor.”196 Buszard states that Plutarch points this out
in order to show that “Octavia’s initial diplomatic success is no isolated incident. She
three times demonstrates her capacity to negotiate politica, even military affairs, and
justifies the faith that the Roman people place in her”197 In addition Plutarch praises
Octavia for these actions instead of condemning her. Like the women in the Mulierum
Virtutes, Octavia has stepped into politics in order to make up for the shortcomings of the
men around her. “Octavia proves herself superior to the men she seeks to reconcile. She
is a better politician than her husband, a better negotiator than her brother, and a nobler
Roman than either.”198 Plutarch portrays Octavia, not as a woman seeking to rise above
her station, but as one who is attempting to fill a much needed position formed due to the
conflicts between Antony and Octavian. She is not trying to gain power, but to stabilize
Rome.
In addition to her awareness of civic concerns, Plutarch continually comments on
Octavia’s role as Antony’s wife. Despite all the conflict going on, and despite Antony’s
infidelities, Octavia continues to act as a proper and loyal wife to Antony. This is clearly
depicted as Octavia showing loyalty both to Rome and to her husband. Plutarch first
states that Octavian orders his sister to abandon Antony and to live in her own house
instead of his. However, Octavia refuses and asks that he not make war on Antony on her
behalf as “it would not be good to hear that, of the greatest autokrators, one out of love
for a woman, and the other on account of anger, would bring the Romans into a civil
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war.”199 Plutarch reiterates this sentiment and shows Octavia’s dedication to being a
proper Roman matrona when he says that she “lived in Antony’s house, just as if he were
present, and she took care of his children - not only those she bore him but also those of
Fulvia - both nobly and magnificently.”200 Octavia’s dedication to Antony and her fear of
negatively impacting Rome is again mentioned when she is finally evicted by Antony
from his house. Plutarch states that “it is said that she left taking with her all of Antony's
children, except the eldest of Fulvia's because he was with his father. She was both
weeping and angry that she may be considered one of the reasons for the war.”201
Octavia’s matronly role is once again mentioned at the end of the Life when Plutarch
states that after Antony’s death she raises all of Antony’s remaining children, be they her
own, Fulvia’s, or Cleopatra’s.202 This final scene also reminds readers of the final part of
Aretaphila’s story; just as Aretaphila returned to the proper role of matrona after her
necessary involvement in politics, so too does Octavia. After Antony’s death, Octavia is
shown as being only concerned with the care of his children and his household and is no
longer involved with the state. This is the final attribute that allows Plutarch to consider
her a proper matrona instead of a dangerous or manipulative woman.
In these comments, Plutarch both portrays Octavia as being concerned for the
good of the Roman people and being conscious of her role as a wife and mother. She
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continually attempts to lessen the harm her husband is doing both publicly and privately
and to bring peace between her brother and Antony, even as she fulfills her role as
mother and Roman matrona.
Foxhall states that an “absence of appropriate men often provides a setting for
feminine bravery and virtue.”203 This certainly seems to be the case for Octavia. With the
conflict brewing between Octavian and Antony, and with Antony away with Cleopatra,
Octavia’s virtue is allowed to shine. She can act in ways that would cause Plutarch to
censure other women because she is clearly doing so for the sake of the Roman state, not
for herself. This is doubly shown when Plutarch repeatedly mentions her acting as proper
matrona in Antony’s house, caring not just for her own children but Fulvia’s and
Cleopatra’s as well. Octavia, like Aretaphila and the other women of the Mulierum
Virtutes before her, may employ some of the methods used by Plutarch’s dangerous
women, but her pure and noble motivations clearly set her apart as a proper Roman
matrona.
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Conclusion
In both his Lives and his essays on the virtues of women, Plutarch alternately
praises and condemns women who take control of a situation and publicly act with
bravery and commitment. He depicts women using whatever resources and attributes are
needed in order to reach their goals. In these stories, Plutarch shows women acting as
mediators and politicians, manipulating and controlling men around them, and even
employing potions and poisons to subdue their enemies. Some of these women receive
his highest praise for their actions while others receive only his scorn and condemnation.
Some he portrays as loyal and respectable matronae, and others he depicts as dangerous
women – the likes of which one would more expect to find as a conniving virago in the
works of Homer or Euripides.
The question inevitably arises, when one considers the similarities in tactics of
these two groups of women, as to what difference Plutarch sees between the women he
praises and the women he condemns. As Blomqvist states, this difference is almost
wholly found in the women’s motives. Although these classes of women sometimes
employ similar tactics, Blomqvist explains that “in the one, we meet with those who act
for purely selfish reasons, and in the other, those who are driven by nobler motives.”204
This parallel is seen most clearly in Plutarch’s Life of Antony between the two women
Octavia and Cleopatra. Women like Octavia are praised, no matter what tactics they
employ, because they meet certain specific criteria set by Plutarch. They are matronae,
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working for the good of the state and the welfare of their people, and once they have
accomplished their goals they happily return to a more proper and reserved feminine
sphere, just as Octavia returned to the household to care for all of Antony’s children. On
the other side of the spectrum, Plutarch condemns women like Cleopatra who employ
these tactics selfishly and for their own personal gain. He points out how, like the literary
witch Medea, these women are barbaric foreigners. More importantly, he shows how
these women attempt to dehumanize and use the men around them for their own gain, as
Circe did when she turned Odysseus’ men into swine. The results of their machinations,
as evidenced by Cleopatra’s own end, are far less pleasant than those of the matronae.
Plutarch presents these two paradigms to his readers as lessons and exempla to be
learned from. To his female audience, he presents lessons on proper behavior and
encourages them to take public roles only when absolutely needed and to relinquish these
roles as soon as the need has passed. To his male audience, he upholds men like
Alexander as an example of how to properly handle dangerous and conniving women. He
shows Antony to be the opposite – a warning as to what may happen if a man allows
himself to be ruled by one of these dangerous women.
In the Odyssey, when Odysseus’ crew first behold Circe’s enchanted men, Circe’s
victims are described as having animal forms and having been “conquered by
enchantments, for she had given them evil drugs.”205 Throughout his Lives and Moralia
Plutarch warns his readers about women with powers and impulses like Circe’s. He
warns women to not be the enchanters, presenting the downfall of those like Cleopatra as
warnings of what may happen to them if they seek to bewitch men for their own gain.
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And he warns men as well that they, like the miserable swine in Circe’s pigsty, will be
nothing more than enchanted beasts if they fail to protect themselves against such
conniving and dangerous women.
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